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Abstract

Economic feasibility of bitumen recovery using the steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD)
process strongly depends on the heterogeneities that exist in the petrophysical properties of the
reservoir. Petrophysical properties and geological features are normally estimated based on
known well data and modeled using geostatistical techniques. However, the statistical nature of
the geostatistical methods yields many different possible distributions of reservoir properties. As
these static models have the same spatial continuity and honor known data, they are called
realizations. Flow simulation of these realizations results in translation of dissimilarities in the
static models into a range of dynamic performance responses such as the fluid production rate,
cumulative production, and recovery. One option to capture the entire range of dynamic
responses is to conduct numerical simulation on all the realizations. Clearly, this is a laborious
and impractical task particularly for SAGD, which is a computationally burdensome and
complicated modeling process. Another alternative would be to screen and rank realizations prior
to detailed flow simulation.
In this research, some of the published connectivity-based ranking methods were applied to
synthetic SAGD datasets. After testing the applicability and effectiveness of the existing
methods, a new ranking measure based on the static reservoir properties was introduced. The
method established a reliable measure to successfully rank realizations based on both cumulative
oil production and steam injection. The ranking method was further validated by using two
realistic SAGD datasets from the fields located in the northern Alberta with one of the datasets
containing multiple well pairs in the model. Despite the extent and complexities of the real
models, the method was demonstrated to be strongly correlated to SAGD reservoir performance
ii

indicators. Moreover, the correlation was stable over time as long as gravity drainage was
dominated.
The proposed method is robust in identifying extreme performing realizations, can be easily
applied to large models, and runs much faster than the existing in-house ranking methods. It can
categorize realizations with similar performance characteristics into one group and discern
groups that exhibit different responses. In this way, a few representative realizations from each
category can be selected for detailed flow simulation studies. This reduces the uncertainty
assessment time for SAGD process from months to just a few days.
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1.1

Chapter 1. Introduction

Context of the Research

Although there is not a unique and globally approved definition for heavy oil, it can generally be
defined as a hydrocarbon fluid whose viscosity is over 100 cp and API gravity is less than 20
(WPC, 1987). Based on this definition, many heavy oil resources are known around the world.
The heavy oil fields are vast, regionally continuous, and they potentially guarantee production
for decades (Jardine, 1974, Demaison, 1977, and Meyer et al., 2007). However, sustained and
optimal production from heavy oil reservoirs is challenging. Heavy oil is found at very shallow
depths of McMurray area in northeastern Alberta, where it is recovered by using mining
techniques, or it can be deep that can be produced using extended-reach and multilateral
horizontal wells like Jubarte field in Brazil southeastern offshore area (Dusseault, 2001and
Bezerra et al., 2004 and Storm et al., 1979). Exploiting heavy oil resources requires extensive
capital investment for the infrastructure. Special surface facilities are required for continuous
steam production, water treatment, and handling of produced fluids. The produced heavy oil
must be upgraded in-situ or at the surface to facilitate transportation. All these challenges make
heavy oil projects risky. All the important risks in the project are identified before project
initiation.
To quantify risks, the recovery process is modeled, which begins with the static model. Detailed
knowledge about the geology of the field and careful evaluation of the petrophysical and fluid
properties are essential parts of any reservoir study. These data help us characterize the reservoir
properties and distribute properties in the unknown locations. With discrete and limited
1

measurements, statistical methods predict unmeasured characteristics that honors the distribution
obtained from known data. Due to the nature of the statistical methods and the uncertainties
involved, many property distribution scenarios can be obtained. These scenarios are all equally
probable and they honor the distribution of known data, but the way the properties are distributed
in those models are different (Jensen et al., 2003).
Thermal reservoir simulation is used to model performance of heavy oil reservoirs. Thermal
reservoir simulators are complicated numerical packages that model fluid and energy flow in the
reservoir. To do this, they have to be able to simultaneously solve fluid flow equations,
components phase change, heat conduction, and heat convection, which results in increased
computational burden of thermal simulation. This is the reason that thermal reservoir simulation
is a slower process than conventional cases. Incorporation of horizontal wells and geomechanics
further increase the computational burden of thermal simulation. As a part of risk assessment
workflow, the range of performance response of many reservoir models must be quantified
(Ballin et al., 1992). This approach requires running a thermal simulation on every single model.
Considering hundreds of realizations and the time requirement for thermal simulation of each
realization, capturing the range of performance response of all realizations for the purpose of
uncertainty assessment could take months to complete.
The objective of this research is to find a measure derived from static reservoir models, which is
highly correlated to production performance of the model. Once such a parameter is established,
a few representative realizations can be selected for detailed flow modeling to capture the range
of performance response of the reservoir and subsequent uncertainty analysis.

2

1.2

Importance of the Research

Most of the design risks in an integrated reservoir study originate from the uncertainties that
exist in petrophysical properties that are inherited from reservoir geology (Zhang, 2003). These
uncertainties will not be fully quantified unless flow modeling is performed on all possible
scenarios. In particular for thermal reservoir modeling, the flow modeling part is timedemanding and depending on the number of cases to be modeled, the whole process might take
months to finish. This is a bottleneck in an integrated reservoir study. To shorten the evaluation
time, one might randomly choose a few cases for flow modeling. In this manner, cases that
exhibit similar performances might be selected. The outcome of this practice would be not
capturing the entire range of production performance variability, which will affect the final
design of the recovery process.
By introducing an intermediate stage that can screen and rank various reservoir models based on
their flow performance indicator, it is possible to pick a few realizations that represent the total
range of performance response of the reservoir. The computation time will be reduced and the
thermal project risks can be quantified in a short time. This statement can be quantified using one
of the SAGD dataset that we analyzed in Chapter 7. The ABC dataset contains 100 SAGD
realizations with just one well pair in the model. The computing time required to model the
SAGD performance over a 10-year time period for each realization using STARSTM was around
160 hours or one week. The time requirement for modeling all realizations on a single
workstation would be close to two years. Using multiple workstations or a cluster, the time
requirement could be reduced to 3 months. Nevertheless, of those 100 realizations only a few
had significantly different production profiles and just 3 of them would have been sufficient for
3

uncertainty quantification. Therefore, at a cost of $5 per hour for computing time, around
$80,000 was wasted as well as 2 months delay to risk analysis phase of the project. This simple
SAGD model with just one well pair with no complications in terms of geomechanics and
wellbore modeling can explain how much resources can be saved using a reliable screening
process prior to detailed simulation.

1.3

New Findings of the Research

This research introduces a new method of ranking SAGD realizations. The method evaluates
permeability within semi-circular patterns. The proposed method is strongly correlated to SAGD
performance especially during the early production times. Strong correlations exist for both oil
production and steam injection, which are two important operational and economical SAGD
performance indicators. The correlation remains fairly stable over time unless there are
considerable deviation from gravity drainage process. This procedure is automated in the
FORTRAN programming language. Although the code it is not optimized, it runs at least 8 times
faster than an in-house screening software. The method is robust and can be easily applied to full
pad models with multiple well pairs.

1.4

Main Conclusions of the Research

Using hypothetical and real field cases, the proposed ranking method is shown to perform well
for ranking realizations based on both cumulative oil production and cumulative steam injection.
For the ABC dataset presented in Chapter 7, the R2 is greater than 0.6 for both indicators for the
first five years. The high and low performing realizations can be identified with more certainty
than the medium performing realizations because the realizations that lie in the medium
4

performance range, show very similar performance characteristics and their difference is too
subtle to be captured. It is also shown that the method is able to discern realizations based on the
fluid heterogeneity. The proposed method was applied to a synthetic model with fluid
heterogeneity and it could rank 6 out of 10 realizations in the correct order. The method and the
tool provided in this research will enable risk assessment task to be done with high reliability by
enabling the users to select a few representative realizations for thermal simulation.

1.5

Thesis Organization

After a background about the research outlines in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 provides detailed
information about thermal recovery methods used in heavy oil recovery. In addition, Chapter 2
contains experimental and simulation work conducted by other researchers to investigate effects
of reservoir heterogeneities on SAGD performance. Chapter 3 reviews the literature and the
previous studies done on ranking geostatistical realizations. It described various ranking methods
and their advantages and drawbacks. In Chapter 4, some of the published ranking methods are
applied to a simple SAGD case with heterogeneities to verify the effectiveness of the available
methods in ranking SAGD realizations. The ranking methods were modified to improve their
correlation with SAGD performance. A new method of ranking SAGD realizations, called (kH)A,
is developed in the 5th chapter and it is extensively used to rank various datasets. The main focus
of Chapter 6 is to prove that the (kH)A method is strongly correlated to energy consumption of the
SAGD process and as a result it can be used to screen realizations based on their economics.
Also, the method was successfully applied to two datasets to discern realizations with fluid
heterogeneity. In Chapter 7 the robustness of the (kH)A method is demonstrated using two actual
SAGD datasets from Athabasca fields in northeastern Alberta.
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2

2.1

Chapter 2. SAGD Process and Reservoir Heterogeneity

Review of the Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) Process

Worldwide crude oil consumption is on the rise every year. The rate of discovery of new
hydrocarbon resources and reserves cannot catch up with the demand increase. The everincreasing demand and high oil price has made heavy oil production economically feasible (US
Energy Information Administration, 2007). The name heavy oil implies that this type of fluid
should have a high density. However, the heavy oil density is slightly less than that of water. In
addition to its high density, the other characteristic of heavy oil is its high viscosity. Since the
ranges of in-situ viscosity and density of different types of heavy oil are quite diverse, a standard
definition was required to differentiate between heavy oil and other types of oil. Although there
is no universal definition for heavy oil, the most commonly accepted classifications of oils were
introduced by the United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR, 1982) and later
by world petroleum congress (WPC, 1987) (Table 2-1).

Table 2-1. Two major methods of crude oil classifications
WPC
API Gravity
Light Oil
Medium Oil
Heavy oil
Extra heavy oil
Bitumen

o

> 31.1
22.3 o – 31.1o
10o – 22.3 o
< 10o
< 10o

UNITAR

Viscosity (cp)

API Gravity

Viscosity (cp)

< 100
< 100
100 – 10,000
100 – 10,000
> 10,000

> 20o

< 100

10o – 20o

100 – 10,000

< 10o

> 10,000
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There are vast numbers of heavy oil and bitumen resources discovered and known around the
world. In the Energy World Outlook (2010), the International Energy Agency (IEA) reported
that Venezuelan and Canadian fields constitute more than 70% of the world’s recoverable extra
heavy oil and bitumen resources (Figure 2-1). These two countries are going to be and remain
active producers of these types of crude oil. This is because of the extensive reserves and
ongoing projects on their fields and the fact that they have no alternative and comparable
conventional resources (IEA, 2010). Most of the Canadian bitumen and heavy oil resources are
located in Northern Alberta in the Peace River, Athabasca, and Cold Lake regions.

Figure 2-1. Bitumen and extra-heavy oil resources by country based on total recoverable
resources of 1900 billion barrels (Data from IEA, Energy World Outlook 2010)
Although recovery of Canadian bitumen began with mining techniques in the early stages and
progressed slowly, it expanded very fast and included in-situ steam based recovery in 1980. In
general, the heavy, viscous nature of bitumen does not allow oil flow under in-situ reservoir
conditions. On the other hand, a large decrease in bitumen viscosity with temperature rise makes
thermal methods a very attractive option for bitumen production. The way thermal energy is
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conveyed to in-situ hydrocarbon depends on several reservoir and hydrocarbon characteristics.
Reservoir properties such as depth, thickness, porosity, permeability, fluid saturations, pressure
and initial hydrocarbon viscosity, density, and composition directly influence the choice of
thermal recovery method. Thermal methods that are normally applied for heavy oil and bitumen
recovery using various horizontal and vertical well configurations include steam stimulation,
steam flooding, hot water flooding, and in-situ combustion (Butler, 1991). However, not all of
these thermal methods may be applicable to all types of heavy oil reservoirs. For example, steam
flooding may become inefficient due to long distances between the injector and producer and
high viscosity of heavy oil, hot water flooding requires in-situ hydrocarbon mobility, and in-situ
combustion techniques are difficult to control in terms of operation and stability.

Hot water and steam flooding are based on oil displacement in a flood pattern from the injector
to producer wells. Displacement of high viscosity oil by steam over the long distance between
the injector and producer is a low efficiency and non-profitable process as steam loses most of
the heat content to the media in the vicinity of the injector and oil becomes cold when it reaches
the producer well. Horizontal wells increase the contact with the reservoir thereby change the
process to short-distance oil displacement processes typically over a few meters (Turta et al.,
2004). This is the main concept behind the steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) process
which was introduced by Roger Butler in the late 70s and later applied in the field in the mid-80s
(O’Rourke et al., 1997 and Komery et al., 1998). As demonstrated by Butler (1991), in this
thermal recovery method, gravity drainage is the main oil production mechanism. For thick pay
zones, highly permeable, and in-situ immobile bitumen, SAGD is considered as the only viable
thermal method (Turta et al., 2004).
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From the operational point of view, a parallel well pair is drilled near the bottom of the reservoir.
The wells are typically separated vertically by a distance of approximately 4-10 meters and the
bottom well acts as the producer, while the upper well is used for steam injection (Figure 2-2).
At the early stages of the SAGD process, both injector and producer wells are circulated with
and heated by steam until the formation in the region around the well pairs warms up and
viscosity of oil becomes small enough until hydraulic communication between the injector and
producer is established. Then, the lower well at the base of the reservoir is placed on production
and steam injection continues in the upper well. The steam replaces the drained oil in the
reservoir. In this manner, the steam rises and condenses and, together with warmed oil, drains
down to the production well (Butler, 1991). Part of the injected heat is lost to the confining
overburden and underburden layers.

Figure 2-2. SAGD well configuration and mechanism for bitumen recovery
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Depending on the pressure, temperature, and composition, the recovered bitumen along with
other fluids can be lifted to the surface using pumps, gas lift, and steam lift methods (Butler et
al., 2000 and Edmunds et al., 1996). SAGD is an energy demanding process that requires
abundance of water resources, cheap fuel and water processing facilities and large boilers. It also
produces lots of emissions that impact environment. Therefore, the economics of the SAGD and
most of the steam-based processes are highly susceptible to fuel cost and environmental
regulations.

For SAGD, the distance between the injector and producer does not cover the entire drainage
area. Indeed, the injection and production wells are drilled very close to each other compared to
the reservoir dimensions. Despite the proximity of wells, the SAGD mechanism allows the steam
chamber to form and expand gradually and as time passes, oil will be drained from a larger
region. Another advantage to the SAGD process over other thermal methods is that because of
the close distance between the wells, the hot oil drained from the steam chamber retains its
temperature as it flows towards the production well. In contrast, in conventional steam flooding,
the oil needs to be displaced away from the injector towards the producer and consequently it
becomes cold (Butler, 1991).

SAGD is normally operated based on a constant pressure stipulated by regulatory organizations.
Steam properties are determined based on the given operational and regulatory constraints.
Injected steam flows into the reservoir rock and dissipates heat to the rock and fluids through
conduction and convection. Eventually, an interface will form between the steam chamber and
the cold rock that contains bitumen. There is always a temperature gradient in the interface that
allows continuous heat transfer into the reservoir. As a result, bitumen and other condensed
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fluids in the interface move towards the producer at the bottom of the steam chamber under
gravity. Oil withdrawal from the steam chamber allows upwards and sideways growth of the
steam chamber (Butler 1991).

2.2

Effect of Heterogeneity on SAGD Performance

As indicted by Lake and Jensen (1991), in a large-scale displacement process heterogeneity is a
characteristic of porous media that over time causes spread of the interface between the
displacing and the displaced fluids. As the porous media becomes more heterogeneous, the more
spread and deviation of the interface from a homogeneous media is observed (Lake and Jensen,
1991). Butler (1991) derived a formula for SAGD recovery in a homogeneous reservoir based on
the moving boundary concept. For the region that was enclosed by steam and bitumen interface,
he predicted a shape that resembled a sector of a circle. This region, which is characterized by
zones above a certain temperature cutoff, is called steam chamber. Presence of heterogeneities in
SAGD reservoirs distorts the shape of the steam chamber, which in turn reduces recovery. In
order to have maximum steam contact with the reservoir and oil drainage down to the production
well, it is important to have good vertical permeability and continuity in the reservoir. The
presence of shale and other heterogeneities might drastically affect the SAGD performance and
feasibility. Shales usually baffle the steam rise and prevent formation of the steam chamber,
hindering the downward oil drainage into the production well. Since the advent of SAGD,
several researchers have studied the effects of heterogeneity and shales on SAGD performance.

Yang and Butler (1992) conducted a pilot SAGD experiment on a 2D synthetic reservoir, with
glass beads of different diameters as the porous material and 5 mm-reinforced phenolic resin
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dividers representing shale. They considered various low permeable (shale) and high permeable
material positions and different injector and producer locations. In particular, two cases were one
with thin shale layers and the other with layers of different permeability. Two well
configurations were investigated. The first consisted of a vertical steam circulator at the top of
the reservoir and the producer located at the base of the model. The other had the steam injector
slightly above the producer, which again was located at the base of the model. Their experiment
suggested that while short horizontal heterogeneities might delay oil production, they do not
affect ultimate recovery. Long horizontal barriers decrease oil production, but not as much as
expected, and even a small gap in heterogeneities allows vertical communication and helps oil
production. Also, they found that having a horizontal high permeability layer at the top of the
reservoir will initially produce more oil. They also concluded that although sideways growth of
the steam chamber heats up the oil above the barrier by conduction and lowers bitumen viscosity,
the oil could not be produced due to the holdup effect (Yang and Butler, 1992). Yang and
Butler's experiment was limited to a few well and heterogeneity configurations.

Pooladi-Darvish and Mattar (2002) studied the sensitivity of SAGD operation to the overlain gas
cap size and pressure. The most important factor in their study was the presence of shale layers
separating the upper gas-bearing sand from the lower bituminous formation. They wanted to find
out whether there was hydraulic communication between those two layers. They considered four
different scenarios to investigate the effect of shale continuity: sealing shales, partially sealing
shales, homogeneous formation, and communicating shales. The result of their study showed that
sealing shale case was the best in terms of the time to reach 60% recovery and economical
parameters. This was because the sealing shales allow sideways expansion of the steam chamber
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and stops steam from going into the gas zone, thereby minimizes heat loss. On the contrary, the
homogeneous case was the poorest in terms of bitumen production and economical parameters
because of rapid vertical steam chamber growth and early breakthrough of steam into the gas
zone. The average daily production of all shale scenarios were approximately the same.
Moreover, they concluded that the pressure and size of the gas cap have minor effects on SAGD
performance.

Kisman and Yeung (1995) performed a numerical study of the SAGD process in Burnt Lake,
which is an oil sand lease in Cold Lake in northeastern Alberta. They investigated the sensitivity
of SAGD to a series of reservoir properties such as permeability, relative permeability,
wettability changes, oil viscosity, solution gas, thermal conductivity, and flow barriers. In
addition to reservoir properties, they considered the effects of well location and operating
pressure. Their conclusion was that placement of the production well in a low permeability zone
adversely affects the performance of SAGD process. They claimed that the other parameters
have low to moderate influence on SAGD.

On the other hand, Chen et al. (2008) proposed a more general interpretation in term of the effect
of heterogeneities and their distance to the well location than Kisman and Yeung (1995). To
investigate the effect of distance of heterogeneities on SAGD process, they considered two
regions around the well pair: near-well region (NWR) and above-well region (AWR). For each
case, they had the same heterogeneity distribution in the NWR, while the shale configuration in
the AWR was different. For both NWR and AWR the correlation length and percentage of shale
were kept constant. To determine the extent of the NWR, they assumed three zones with
different sizes relative to the vertical well separation around the well pair. Based on consistent
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SAGD start-up performance, they could identify which size of the NWR would be more
representative. After they determined the NWR size, they generated two configurations of shale
distributions in that region. They found that the presence and distribution of shales in the NWR
adversely influence flow of hot fluids towards the production well. They concluded that the
vertical and horizontal continuity in the NWR, which facilitates fluid drainage and hence allows
steam chamber growth, is an essential component of a successful SAGD operation. To
investigate the effect of AWR heterogeneities, they carried out two sets of simulation runs. In
one set, they fixed the percentage of shale and varied the correlation length of the shales. In the
second set, the correlation length was fixed and various percentages of shale were used in the
models. The result of this sensitivity analysis showed that an anti-correlation existed between the
oil production and the shale correlation length. In their models, as shale continuity increased
from 1.5 m to 24 m, the oil recovery factor decreased from 70 to 23% of oil in place after 10
years. The increase in percentage of shale can be associated with the reduction in continuity and
its blockage effect. In their models, the reduction in oil production for 10% to 30% shale was not
noticeable. However, an increase in shale percentage to 50% caused a 60% reduction in oil
recovery. In general, heterogeneities above the well region mostly influence vertical and lateral
expansion of the steam chamber.

Le Ravalec et al. (2009) used numerical flow simulation to test the sensitivity of SAGD to
different percentages of heterogeneities in mobile heavy oil reservoirs. Their approach was
similar to the work already done by Chen et al. (2008). Their conclusions were the same as Chen
et al. and validated their results.
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2.3

Remarks

From the work done on the influence of heterogeneities on SAGD, it can be concluded that for a
successful SAGD project, good vertical and horizontal permeabilities are indispensable factors.
Good horizontal permeability allows lateral expansion of the steam chamber and more steam
contact with bitumen. Vertical permeability is essential for any gravity drainage process such as
SAGD, because it helps fluid drainage from the heated zone towards the production well, thereby
facilitating steam chamber development. Heterogeneities such as shales can impair SAGD
operation in two ways: They can impede flow of heated oil towards the production well and at
the same time, they might baffle vertical and lateral movement of steam in the reservoir. Also,
due to their fine grain nature, shales normally have high water content. Water has high heat
capacity, which consumes noticeable amount of heat to warm up compared to the reservoir rock
and hydrocarbons. Therefore, shales with high water content increase the heat load of the project,
making it less economically attractive.

Shale continuity and distance to the near-well region are two important factors that make
differences in the geostatistical reservoir model with the same amounts of heterogeneities. This
can be explained by the fact that flow streams converge towards the producer well location. The
presence of any barrier in the near-well region might block or divert the fluid flow away from the
producer.
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3

3.1

Chapter 3. Geostatistical Modeling and Importance of Ranking Realizations

Stochastic Reservoir Modeling and Uncertainty in Fluid Flow

Geostatistical reservoir simulation techniques generate detailed estimates of geological features
and petrophysical properties of the reservoir that honor the available data. Since the nature of
stochastic simulation is statistical, there are always some differences in distributions of reservoir
properties within the grid. Therefore, many different equally-probable reservoir grid models in
terms of facies and attributes, called realizations, can be produced which have the same spatial
continuity and honor available data. Nevertheless, none of these realizations is exactly the same
as that of the real reservoir itself. The difference between several realizations can be assessed to
obtain a measure of uncertainty in the geological and physical properties of the reservoir.
Incorporating the uncertainties of the stochastic static models into flow simulation packages,
results in a translation of the static model uncertainty into uncertainties in reservoir performance
parameters such as the fluid production rate, cumulative production, and recovery (Ballin et al.,
1992). In other words, each realization can be used with a flow modeling process to obtain the
degree of uncertainty in reservoir performance. Clearly, this can be a cumbersome and wasteful
process, since many of the realizations may exhibit nearly equal flow performance. What is
needed then is to identify which realizations will exhibit different flow performance prior to the
flow simulation process being applied. To obtain a measure of uncertainty in production without
having to perform detailed flow simulation on all the models, it may be more reasonable and
useful to rank simulated facies and reservoir properties such that the ranks of modeled
realizations will correspond or at least correlate to the production (and/or other performance
measures). Therefore, the goal is to find a measure based on static reservoir properties that is
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correlated to reservoir simulation results. Once such a measure, which is called a surrogate or a
proxy model, is established only a few realizations will need flow simulation to determine the
range of production behavior originated from the uncertainties in the static model.

3.2

Surrogate models

Generally speaking, a surrogate or a proxy model is a substitute for the process under study. In
other words, a surrogate model can be viewed as a simple mathematical or statistical function
that reproduces the output or response from the process based on a few input parameters
(Zubarev, 2009). Surrogate models were originally used to reduce the number of exhaustive
laboratory experiments. In practice, surrogate models are constructed based on a few
representative data sampled using experimental design methods. Then the model needs to be
tuned and optimized to replicate the process or simulation outputs. The last step is to evaluate the
proxy for sensitivity analysis, uncertainty assessment, and optimization (Queipo et al., 2002 and
2005). Because proxy models can be as simple as polynomial regression equations, they are
computationally fast tools and they can substitute computationally extensive processes such as
reservoir simulation. On the other hand, because a proxy model replaces a continuous function of
design parameters based on limited sample data, it can be considered as non-linear inverse
problem. Proxy models are not unique and their application to predict simulation results may be
non-optimal or in some circumstances invalid (Zubarev, 2009). Also, the parameters based on
which the proxy is constructed need to be independent with no interactions over time. In the
reservoir engineering context, where a proxy for heterogeneity is considered, the non-uniqueness
and non-linearity problem is more pronounced. That is firstly because heterogeneities among
realizations are highly uncertain and the problem becomes how to find few representative
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samples of realizations to generate a valid proxy, which is the question that has to be answered in
ranking of geostatistical realizations prior to proxy modeling. Secondly, it is hard to capture the
highly non-linear effect of spatial distribution of heterogeneities on performance of the model
using a simple polynomial regression. Thus, in this research a robust measure that relates
heterogeneity distributions to corresponding reservoir performance responses is preferred to
proxy models.

3.3

Ranking of Geostatistical Realizations

In ranking geostatistical realizations, methods or criteria are sought to help one find a
correspondence between heterogeneity configuration that exist in each realization and the
dynamic flow response of the model such as production response of the reservoir. Proxy models
could be a quick way of assessing geostatistical realizations and subsequent ranking. However,
sample selection is an important step to construct a valid proxy. This requires that the
realizations are ranked before a proxy model can be built. In ranking of realizations it may be
difficult or even impossible to find a one-to-one correspondence between the static reservoir
models and dynamic model performance due to the complexity of fluid flow. Consequently, the
goal of ranking becomes the task of grouping the realizations into categories or sets with respect
to some production or flow response such that those sets correspond to a response range of the
model. As the set size becomes smaller, the ranking method approaches the one-to-one
correlation. The rankings are not necessarily the same for different responses chosen as the
ranking parameter. For example, it is possible to rank realizations in terms of cumulative oil
production that fall into high, medium, and low production categories but the ranking might be
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different if steam-to-oil ratio was the performance indicator. Lake and Jensen (1991) reviewed
several measures of heterogeneities and they classified them into three categories:

1. Static measures with no correlation such as Dyksra-Parsons, Lorenz coefficient, and
coefficient of variations. In these heterogeneity measures, which are based on core and
log data at the wellbore, no spatial association between the samples is considered.
2. Static measures with correlation on the interwell scale based on static data at the well
bore such as Polasek and Hutchinson’s heterogeneity factor and Alpay’s sand index.
3. Dynamic measures which are mostly flow-based experiments conducted on the
representative elements of the model under study (Lake and Jensen, 1991).

Dynamic measures of heterogeneity are more complicated than static measures because they take
into account both fluid flow and spatial distribution of heterogeneities. On the other hand, static
measures of heterogeneity are easier to be applied to evaluate the degree of heterogeneity in a
model (Lake and Jensen, 1991). Although these static measures might be able to differentiate
various independent cases based on their heterogeneity, they might not have enough resolution to
discern geostatistical realization. This is because geostatistical realizations are generated based
on the same proportions of categories using the same semivariogram characteristics. Therefore,
application of the measures of heterogeneity reviewed by Lake and Jensen (1991), especially the
static measures without correlations, will not be able to discern geostatistical realizations.

On the other hand, there are methods devised and published in the literature which are
particularly developed to screen and rank geostatistical realizations. Similar to the heterogeneity
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measures, measure of ranking realizations are grouped into two major categories: dynamic and
static.

3.3.1 Dynamic Measures of Ranking
Dynamic methods of ranking are essentially based on simplified fluid flow within the reservoir
model whereas static methods of ranking are mostly based on geological and petrophysical
properties of the reservoir model, which do not usually change over time.

Since fluid flow within the reservoir is a dynamic process, ranking realizations based on dynamic
measures are believed to more realistically represent the interactions between the flow and the
spatial distribution of heterogeneities than static methods of ranking. This reasoning suggests
why dynamic ranking methods have received considerable attention by several researchers.

Ballin et al. (1992) suggested using a fast simulator (FS) as a replacement for a comprehensive
and detailed flow simulation of many realizations. Their test model was a waterflood case in a
quarter of a five-spot pattern with constant porosity, stochastic permeability, and unit mobility
ratio (M = 1). They initially considered three types of fast simulators:

1. FS1: a single phase, two-dimensional particle tracking simulator with no numerical
dispersion,
2. FS2: single phase, two-dimensional inert tracer simulator,
3. FS3: a geometric measure of reservoir fraction with high and low permeability values
which are connected to a single well location.
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FS1 and FS3 were discarded because FS1 showed only a small run time reduction compared to
detailed flow simulation and FS3 was considered subjective to the definition of spatial
connectivity. Although calculated tracer concentration in FS2 was sensitive to the degree of grid
refinement due to numerical dispersion, the considerable reduction in run time (96%) was the
reason for retaining the FS2 as the suitable tool for assessment and ranking realizations. Relying
on FS2 with zero initial tracer concentration and injected concentration of one, they tried to
identify an appropriate quantile-preserving response parameter for ranking realizations. They
analyzed the following three response parameters after five years of tracer injection:

1. the fraction of reservoir volume with tracer concentration greater than 0.5 (F05)
2. the fraction of reservoir volume with tracer concentration above the threshold
concentration at the production well (Fpd),
3. tracer concentration at the production well (Tpd).

The correlation coefficients between F05, Fpd, and Tpd at the end of each year, from first to fifth
year, and cumulative oil production (Rec), water oil ratio (WOR), and breakthrough time (BT),
from first to fifth year, were obtained. The comparison between the calculated correlation
coefficients suggested that Tpd versus Rec gives the highest and most stable rank correlation,
varying from 0.61 to 0.99, compared to the other two response parameters, F05 and Fpd, which
produced weaker and decreasing ranking correlation at early years of waterflooding. The
correlation coefficients of three response parameters versus Rec and WOR were essentially the
same but reversed. Moreover, Ballin et al. (1992) considered the water breakthrough time in their
analysis. Because the water breakthrough time was a discrete variable, they considered the
maximum anti-correlation of 0.818 which was decreasing to 0.434 over time to be acceptable
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(Table 3-1). The analysis done by Ballin et al. (1992) did not include the effects of capillary
pressure, gravity, different mobility ratios, relative permeabilities, three-dimensional flow, and
other displacement processes.

Table 3-1 Range of spearman correlation coefficients for Ballin et al. (1992) waterflood
analysis. Numbers in bracket indicates the range.
Rec

WOR

BT

F05

(0.016,0.945)

(-0.945,-0.016)

(0.033,0.746)

Fpd

(0.542,0.967)

(-0.967,-0.543)

(0.627,0.781)

Tpd

(0.611,0.990)

(-0.990,-0.611)

(-0.818,-0.434)

Response Parameter

Saad et al. (1996) proposed a ranking scheme based on the results of single-phase streamtube
tracer simulations of interwell tracer flow. They compared the results of the streamtube tracer
simulator with the ranking of the same realizations obtained by using front tracking two-phase
waterflood flow simulators, Frontsim and Frontline, without gravity effect. They tried to
distinguish between 100 realizations from a five-spot waterflood model using the effect of spatial
variations in flow properties on tracer response curve at the production well location. They
assessed several tracer and flow responses such as pore volume, average permeability, tracer
breakthrough time, peak tracer concentration and compared those parameters with appropriate
waterflood simulation results. In the end, they could not find a useful correlation between tracer
and detailed water flood simulation responses. However, when they focused on a quarter section
of the original five-spot pattern with one injector and one producer, their results showed that
waterflood rank, correlated well with the tracer's mean swept pore volume, which required a
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computation time of 1% of what required by the detailed flow simulation. Saturation and gravity
effects were considered to be the cause of deviations from the true ranks. Also, they could not
generalize their approach to be applicable to multiple well scenario with a strong correlation
(Saad et al., 1996).

With the advent of streamline simulation, researchers tried to take advantage of this new
technique and replaced the process of single-phase simulation with the fast and more accurate
streamline simulation. In finite-difference flow simulation, changes in pressure are calculated for
every single cell in the model and then saturations are updated for the whole grid. This is an
iterative process and needs to be repeated for every timestep to the end of simulation, which is a
time-demanding process. In streamline simulation, based on well locations, rates, reservoir
geometry, and heterogeneity, pressure and velocity fields are calculated, which is similar to
finite-difference simulation (Datta-Gupta and King, 1995). However, as long as there are not
major changes in the wells constraints and model configurations, streamlines remain unchanged.
This eliminates the need for recurring and iterative pressure updates as required by finitedifference simulation (Osako et al., 2003). Therefore, changes in saturations can be calculated
along the 1D streamlines over large timesteps with less computational efforts (Ates et al., 2005).

Datta-Gupta and King (1995) introduced the concept of time-of-flight based on streamline
simulation. Idrobo, Choudhary, and Datta-Gupta (2000) used the time-of-flight concept and tried
to correlated it to waterflood performance. Time-of-flight is simply defined as the time it takes
for a neutral particle to travel from the injector to producer along a streamline. Idrobo et al.
(2000) showed that the time-of-flight is related to the swept pore volume in waterflood
processes. Then, they introduced a connectivity measure based on the time-of-flight. Owing to
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fast streamline simulation, their connectivity maps for large number of realizations could be
constructed in a short time. Therefore, their connectivity measure was suitable to rank 50
realizations from North Robertson Unit containing 42 injector and producer wells in western
Texas. They obtained a correlation coefficient of 0.997 between oil recovery and volumetric
sweep efficiency. The correlation coefficient between those parameters decreased to 0.965 and
0.904 after breakthrough time, which was attributed to the displacement efficiency (Idrobo et al.,
2000). However, they did not report the time involved to construct streamline models and obtain
time-of-flight connectivity maps. Also, their analysis was limited to a waterflood case and never
tested for thermal recovery of heavy oil reservoirs.

Later in 2005, Ates et al. used a streamline simulator to perform vertical upscaling of fine-scale
reservoir properties. Their objective was to use a hierarchical methodology to capture the range
of uncertainty in reservoir descriptions and rank realizations. Like Idrobo et al. (2000), they used
the concept of time-of-flight. The results of their ranking were dependent on the parameter used
as the ranking criterion such as oil production, water cut, or sweep efficiency after a specific
time. They used a streamline simulator to identify layers with similar ranking parameter, in their
case sweep efficiencies, which they then used for vertical upscaling. They generated multiple
calculations for stock tank oil in place (STOIIP). In a plot of upscaled sweep efficiencies versus
STOIIP, three clusters of data points were identified, which were corresponding to low, medium,
and high production realizations. Based on this analysis they chose three realizations from each
category for further modeling and development plans. Ates et al.’s (2005) procedure had some
limitations. First, in order to keep some important heterogeneities, they had to approximate and
come up with an optimum upscaling scenario. Second, they had to minimize the number of
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pressure updates for faster runs. To achieve this, they either used moving average filter to
simplify well rates changes or eliminated minor rate variations and just kept the major rate
changes in the production history of the well. They also made the well events such as infill
drilling, new perforations, and rate changes to coincide.

Despite reductions in computational effort, there are some disadvantages to using dynamic
ranking methods. The disadvantages of dynamic ranking methods include:

1. Dynamic ranking measures rely mostly on either simplified fluid flow or upscaled geological
and petrophysical properties that may not give a correct ranking result. That is because fluid
phases might not follow the same flow paths in simplified models as they would in realistic
models. For example, Ballin (1992) and Saad et al. (1996) used single-phase simulators to rank
realizations fromo quarter of a five-spot pattern waterflood process. However, based on a unit
mobility ratio, they did not find a stable and strong correlation between the tracer concentration
and performance indicators such as recovery, breakthrough time, and swept pore volume.

2. In some cases, the well placement and constraints in simplified models cannot be the same as
the real model. This was a challenge for Ates et al. (2005). They tried to overcome this problem
by averaging well rates, eliminated details of the well events, and made those events coincide.
Nevertheless, the simplified models could not have performed the same as the original models
and the resulting ranks would differ from the actual ranks.

3. To account for inadequacies in the simplified flow models, more details may need to be added
to the model being simulated and gradually the computational time might approach that of
detailed flow simulation. This was the case for FS1 and FS3 in Ballin's study (1992) in which the
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run time was not different from the time demand of detailed flow simulation. Also, in their study,
Ates et al (2005) had problems handling the aquifer pressure and they wanted to reduce number
of grid blocks. They then removed the aquifer and treated the cells in the interface of aquifer and
the reservoir as injectors. Although this procedure reduced the simulation run time via reducing
number of cells, creating those changes in the model is relatively time consuming. In general, the
pre-processing time to simplify the models for fast runs may exceed the simulation time burden.

3.3.2 Static Measures of Ranking
As discussed by Hovadik and Larue (2007), static measures of ranking are determined based on
static reservoir properties, which are essential parameters to build a reservoir model. Examples
of static reservoir properties are geological structures, porosity, permeability, and variogram
ranges. In general, the static reservoir properties are considered time-invariant. However, there
are cases in which static properties change during the life of the reservoir such as porosity
changing with stress. In contrast to static reservoir properties, static measures of ranking are not
input parameters to construct a reservoir model. Static measures are derived from the static
parameters after the model is characterized and reservoir model is constructed. For example,
hydrocarbon volume cannot be determined unless the reservoir model is built and parameters
such as water saturations, porosity distribution, fluid contacts, and net-to-gross ratio are
determined (Hovadik et al. 2007). While honoring the petrophysical data and geological features,
in static methods of ranking the goal is to find ranking criteria based on static properties of the
model that can be correlated well to production and flow response of the model.

Most of the static methods of ranking are based on statistical methods, geo-object analysis and
connectivity measures (Deutsch and Srinivasan, 1996). The geo-object or geobody is defined as
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an aggregate of connected cells, by face, edge, or corners, with static properties within the
established cutoff values. Deutsch (1996) provided algorithms that could be used to rank
geostatistical realizations based on geobody and connectivity measures. Deutsch's programs
identify the number of the geobodies in the model, and then they could rank realizations based
on the cumulative number of connected cells, fraction of net cells, and surface area per volume
of the geobodies, called tortuosity, connected to a specific location, or connected between two
locations. Although Deutsch's programs are suitable ranking tools for many grids and well
configurations, they have some limitations. First, they do not take into account how strongly the
geobodies are connected, i.e., whether the connectedness happens just through a single cell or
several cells. Also, in most cases, the ranking evaluation degrades to binary models of net and
non-net cells. Moreover, there might be cases in which except for a few discontinuities, the
whole model is connected; in such cases, Deutsch's programs fail to provide a discernible
ranking measure.

Hird and Dubrule (1998) tried to quantify reservoir connectivity based on the least resistive
paths. They defined a sophisticated connectivity measure called resistivity index based on the
static reservoir parameters for secondary recovery efficiency and drainable hydrocarbon pore
volume on 2D vertical slices. They could find a strong correlation between the resistivity index
and secondary recovery efficiency and ultimate primary recovery in 2D waterfloods. Hird and
Dubrule's method (1998) was later modified by Ballin et al. (2002) for 3D models with the
purpose of efficient well placement. It then became a dynamic connectivity measure, mostly to
predict approximate flow paths within the reservoir.
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McLennan (2005) introduced four different classes of static ranking procedure: Volumetric,
statistical, local, and global connectivity. He proposed these measures to rank SAGD
realizations. In the volumetric method, the original oil in place for those cells satisfying certain
cutoff criteria was calculated and summed over the entire grid. The statistical method was based
on the arithmetic averages of porosity, water saturation, and permeability. A cell within a grid is
defined to be globally connected if that cell is a net cell and being connected to one or more
neighbouring net cells. The groups of globally connected cells, called geo-objects, are identified
within the reservoir model grid and summed together and divided by the total number of cells to
obtain the fraction of globally connected cells.

A net cell which was connected to net cells either directly above or below within the same aerial
stack of cells is claimed to be locally connected. The fraction of locally connected cells was used
as a local connectivity ranking measure, which was stated to be an indicator of oil production
rate and steam oil ratio. With pre-screening of a suite of 100 realizations and selecting 20
realizations, McLennan found that the correlation of local and global connectivity with respect to
oil production predicted by detailed SAGD flow simulations were 0.90 and 0.87, respectively.
However, he did not find a good correlation using volumetric and statistical measures. The good
correlation that McLennan found might not have been obtained in models having large or small
numbers of non-net cells. This is because, in cases with extremely small or large amounts of nonnet cells, the model could be deemed as either being totally connected or entirely blocked and the
method would fail to distinguish between the extreme situations. Also, determination and
calibration of window size and tolerance based on which the local connectivity is calculated
might not be easy to implement in all cases.
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Fenik, Nouri, and Deutsch (2009) introduced the connected hydrocarbon volume (CHV) method
as a geostatistical ranking tool based on the calculation of connected cells within windows of
varying sizes. The size of the window is changing with different directions of the lines of sight
drawn at different angles with the production well as the origin. However, the maximum rank
correlation that they obtained never exceeded 0.60.

3.4

Remarks

Dynamic methods of ranking have been applied mostly to waterflood studies; hence, they may
be less useful for thermal recovery processes. The reason is that the thermal processes are more
complicated than the conventional recovery methods in the sense that besides the flow of fluids,
conductive and convective heat flow occur in the reservoir, whose importance might not be
captured using tracer, single-phase, or streamline simulators.

On the other hand, static measures of ranking are based on the underlying geological and
petrophysical properties of the model. Consequently, there is high degree of flexibility both in
terms of the different types and combinations of the static measures that can be defined for a
particular case and the recovery process being analyzed. Similar to dynamic ranking methods,
static measures of ranking have been tested mostly with waterflood cases and their application to
thermal recovery is limited to the work done by Deutsch et al. (2005 and 2009) on a few
synthetic, small, and pre-screened cases. Since our aim is to provide a tool to rank realistic
SAGD realizations, the static measures based on the petrophysical and thermal reservoir
properties is considered to as an appropriate basis for ranking.
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4

4.1

Chapter 4. Application of Connectivity-Based Methods to Rank SAGD Realizations

Identifying Geobodies and Connections

Geostatistical modeling techniques assign static properties and facies to each cell within the
reservoir grid. A group of connected cells in the reservoir grid whose geological and
petrophysical properties fall within certain cutoffs is defined as a "geobody" or "geo-object".
Based on the cutoff definition, a geobody can be a poor quality collection of cells or it can be
comprised of high quality cells. Grid cells can be connected by faces, edges, or corners;
however, in most engineering problems, the connectivity by face is considered (Deutsch, 1998).
The cutoff value might change for analyzing different fluid flow problems in reservoirs.
Consequently, the number and properties of geobodies of a particular realization might be
different for analyzing different displacement processes. A geobody can either facilitate or
inhibit fluid flow within the reservoir. The number, size, and petrophysical properties of
geobodies can be linked to flow patterns in the reservoir, which then can be used as a criterion
for ranking the realizations (Hovadik and Larue, 2007).

There are several programs for calculating various geobody statistics of realizations provided by
Deutsch (1998). For example, there is a FORTRAN code available that finds and computes the
properties of geobodies on Cartesian grids as a complement to GSLib (Deutsch and Journel,
1996). The code begins with searching through the grid until it comes across the first cell that
meets the rock type, porosity, or permeability cut-off criteria. Once the first geobody seed is
identified, the program moves from this location and searches in all directions to find all the cells
that are connected and belong to the first geobody. The program repeats this process for the rest
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of the grid until it finds all the geobodies (Hovadik and Larue, 2007). The identified geobodies
can be sorted and ranked based on their size. In addition to geobody size, the program outputs
the cumulative fraction of geobodies as well as the surface area per volume of that geobody
(Deutsch, 1998). Since geobodies can be found within all realizations, it is possible to rank
realizations according to various geobody properties.

The "rank_obj" is a FORTRAN program that analyzes the output summary file from "geo_obj"
from multiple realizations and ranks the realizations based on three measures:

(1) “the cumulative number of connected cells within the first n1 geo-objects;
(2) the fraction of net cells within the first n2 geo-objects;
(3) the tortuosity of the first n3 geo-objects” (Deutsch, 1998)

To calculate connectivity in a region around a specified location, there is another program,
"rank_loc", which ranks realizations according to the connected volume within some radius of
that location. The location can be specified to be a single cell or any arbitrary group of cells, for
example a well location.

For cases in which it is desired to assess connectivity between two locations, there is another
program in FORTRAN called "rank2loc". Rank2loc ranks realizations according to the volume
connected to both locations. This connectivity analysis can be done within a search radius, which
is the maximum distance from the shortest line connecting those two locations. No cells beyond
the search radius or departure distance are considered. (Deutsch, 1998).
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4.2

Specifications of the Base Homogeneous SAGD Model

A base SAGD model was required as a reference against which all other heterogeneous models
could be compared based on their production responses. The model is homogeneous and
isotropic with permeability and porosity of 2200 md and 30%, respectively. The fluid properties
were chosen to be typical of northeastern Alberta reservoirs. The producer well penetrated
horizontally through the reservoir in the y-direction starting from the second xz slice, with x = 27
and z = 3 and ended in the seventh xz slice. The injector is parallel to the producer with the same
configuration except that it was placed at z = 8. This means that the vertical separation between
the wells are 5 m. Typical viscosity of Athabasca bitumen is so high that bitumen cannot flow
under initial reservoir temperature, which is 11°C in this case (Appendix 1). In order to warm up
the reservoir, establish hydraulic communication between the injector and producer, and make
bitumen to flow, the wells are normally circulated with steam. In thermal simulation, this process
is simply modeled by placing heaters along both horizontal wells. Heat generated by the heaters
will be transferred to the well connections, then to the cells surrounding the wells, and eventually
to other cells in the model. The circulation is continued until the mid-point temperature between
the wells is high enough to ensure bitumen flow. For this study, the circulation time was 180
days. During circulation, pressure builds up in the reservoir due to thermal expansion of rock and
fluids. To avoid excessive pressure build up above the initial reservoir pressure of 2000 KPa, the
producer well was allowed to produce during circulation with minimum bottom hole pressure
(BHP) of 2000 KPa. After circulation was over, the model transitioned to SAGD with the
injector injecting 75% quality steam at 224°C with maximum BHP of 2500 KPa and producer
producing at minimum BHP of 2200 KP. In addition, to highlight the influence of
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heterogeneities on SAGD performance, no change in reservoir properties such as relative
permeability, end-points, and wettability with temperature was considered.

4.3

The Procedure of Generating SAGD Realizations

In order to evaluate the applicability and response of the published ranking methods, test SAGD
cases are required. To avoid the complications that exist in real SAGD models, cases with two
categories, shale and sand, were devised. These hypothetical binary models will be easy to
evaluate and consequently used as bases to assess SAGD performance in heterogeneous systems
in which the shale is a flow barrier and the sand acts as the net pay from which bitumen is
extracted. To generate the binary model of shale and sand, Sequential Indicator Simulation
(SISim), a FORTRAN subroutine in GSLib (Deutsch and Journel, 1996), was used to model
shale and sand facies in the same grid as described in the homogeneous model. Using SISim the
proportions of each category, here shale and sand, must be specified. Moreover, a semivariogram
should be assigned to each category. In this study, two spherical semivariograms were specified
in order to generate two heterogeneous SAGD models. The semivariogram in the first SAGD
dataset (SAGD 1) has zero nugget effect to minimize shale distribution randomness and it has
zero dip and plung to ensure that shales follow mostly planar configuration. In the second data
set (SAGD 2), some degree of randomness was added to the model by using a small nugget
effect. In addition, the planar shale configuration was relaxed and shale geobodies were allowed
to gently go from one layer to another (Table 4-1). In both cases, 30% shale and 70% sand were
used and the models were visually inspected to make sure that there is connectivity in the vertical
direction and shales do not cover the entire grid. For each SAGD model, ten realizations were
generated.
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Table 4-1. Semivariogram parameters used to generate heterogeneity in the first and
second SAGD datasets
Angle (°)
Azimuth Dip Plunge

Range (grid cells)
amax
amin
avert

SAGD
Dataset

Nugget
Effect

#1

0

70

0

0

20

2

8

#2

0.1

60

10

10
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4

10

Once the facies are populated in the grid, it is possible to assign porosity and permeability values
to each facies code in order to generate porosity and permeability distributions in each
realization. Data from oil sands deposits in the Athabasca region indicate that the typical shale
permeability is a few mili-Darcies whereas sand permeability is in Darcies range. For this study,
shale and sand permeabilities were considered to be 22 md and sand permeability 2200 md,
respectively (Figure 4-1).

Figure 4-1. Reservoir geometry and dimensions
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4.4

Ranking Based on Connectivity Between the Injector and Producer

Among various connectivity measures provided by Deutsch (1998), total connected fraction and
connectivity between two locations seemed to be more appropriate for ranking the SAGD
realizations in terms of cumulative oil production. This is because the connectivity in the region
between the producer and the injector is crucial for a successful SAGD operation (Chen et al,
2008). The more continuity there is in the inter-well region, the more easily oil will flow. Using
the connectivity codes, the ideal would be to obtain the exact same ordering as predicted by flow
simulation in terms of cumulative oil production. This is the perfect ranking. A non-ideal but
satisfactory substitute is to come up with a ranking as close as possible to the perfect ranking
obtained from reservoir simulation.

The SAGD model process was modeled using the STARSTM thermal simulator of CMG with the
exact same specifications and constraints as described in the homogeneous case. The cumulative
oil production curves for the first SAGD dataset of 10 realizations span a wide range, from
nearly 7000 m3 for the 5th realization to 50,000 m3 for the 8th realization at 900 days (Figure
4-2). While five realizations show similar performances that fall in the poor range, other
realizations exhibit distinct responses spanning medium and high performance ranges.
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Figure 4-2. Cumulative oil production for ten realizations from the first SAGD dataset
Because sand is chosen to be the dominant facies in the model, the sand cells are deemed mostly
connected. Therefore, to differentiate between realizations and avoid having totally connected
models, connectivity codes were forced to calculate connectivity and rank realizations based on
the shale connectivity. Because highly connected and large shale geobodies could baffle more
heat and fluid flow in SAGD, their effect on production would be more pronounced (Chen et al.,
2008). In other words, there is an inverse relationship between oil production and the size of
shale geobody. Therefore, to come up with a positive correlation for the ranks, the final orderings
of realizations were reversed (Table 4-2 and Figure 4-3).
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Table 4-2. Comparison of thermal simulations (at 900 days), Rank2loc, and total connected
fraction (TCF) ranks

Simulation
Cum. Oil Prod.
(m3)
50248
43561
32877
30148
18004
11811
8996
8756
7562
6658

Realization
Order
8
1
4
3
6
9
2
7
10
5

Realizations order based on "Rank2loc"
Radius=10

Radius=7

Radius=4

8
4
1
9
3
7
2
6
5
10

8
4
3
9
1
7
2
6
10
5

8
4
3
9
1
6
2
10
7
5

TCF
Ordering
3
8
2
7
4
1
5
9
6
10

Figure 4-3. Crossplot of simulation and connectivity rank for two search radii using results
listed in Table 4-2. Correlation coefficient of 0.87 for the long departure distance case (left),
correlation coefficient of 0.89 for the short departure distance case.
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Searching for geobodies within a short radius (departure distance) gives a slightly larger
correlation coefficient (Figure 4-3 right) than the larger search distance (Figure 4-3 left).
Although with a few realizations the difference between the two plots and the uncertainties could
not be fully explained, the difference between correlation coefficients could be justified
intuitively. The discrepancies might be due to the long reservoir size in the y direction which
makes this particular SAGD process a series of 2D SAGD processes. Therefore, for the short
search radii, the geobody and ranking analysis remain essentially limited to the 2D slices, while
for the larger radii, more than one slice is taken into account and consequently a slightly weaker
correlation will be obtained.

4.5

Simplified Two-Dimensional Grid Analysis

In an attempt to get a better understanding about the shapes and configurations of geobodies
present in the model and their baffling effect, realization number 1 was analyzed as separate 2D
slices, which were ranked according to the cumulative oil production after 900 days.

For static ranking, the "Rank2loc" program was again employed to identify the total connected
cells between the two well locations. The ranking correlation coefficient, r, is 0.6 with 3 out of 6
realizations correctly ranked.

The analysis also included other static measures such as total (cumulative) geobody size, i.e. sum
of the cells identified as geobodies, number of geobodies in each realization (slices), and
cumulative geobody sizes containing more than 20 cells. All of those measures gave correlation
coefficients smaller than 0.26. But the ranking result of dividing the cumulative geobody sizes
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containing more than 20 cells by the total (cumulative) geobody size for each slice gave a 100%
correct ranking in this case (Figure 4-4 and Table 4-3).

Table 4-3. Comparison of thermal simulation ranking and connectivity measures for 2D
slices from realization 1
Simulation
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6

Slice #
Slice 4
Slice 5
Slice 3
Slice 2
Slice 6
Slice 7

Cum Oil SC
m3

9792.91
9530.74
9239.15
8757.18
7300.63
3769.43

Connectivity
Rank2loc
Slice #
Rank
1
Slice 4
4
Slice 2
3
Slice 3
5
Slice 6
2
Slice 5
6
Slice 7

cum
Geobody

cum
fraction

154
262
195
234
143
321

0.14528
0.24717
0.18396
0.22075
0.13491
0.30283

No. of
cum Geo>20
Geobodies
17
27
27
22
28
17

51
153
73
82
49
267

(cum Geo>20)
(cum Geobody)

Rank

0.33117
0.58397
0.37436
0.35043
0.34266
0.83178

1
5
4
3
2
6

This suggests that those geobodies containing more cells, here 20 cells or more, have greater
impact on SAGD performance and smaller geobodies are less influential. However, the threshold
size at which the geobody that starts to influence SAGD performance is an obscure parameter
and might vary from one case to another.
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Rank2loc
cum geobody>20/cum geobody

7

6

Connectivity Rank

5

4

3

2

1

0
0

1

2

3

4

Simulation Rank

5

6

7

Figure 4-4. Crossplot of simulation and connectivity rank for 2D slices of realization 1

The result of applying the normalized geobody size method to the 3D realizations was not
satisfactory; a correlation coefficient of 0.20 was obtained. Therefore, the cutoff of 20 for
geobody size which had been used in the 2D case appears unsuitable for the 3D case.

4.6

Ranking Based on Surface Area per Volume Cutoffs

The preceding analysis along with our knowledge of SAGD process dynamics suggest that, to
achieve a strong predictor of production ranks, the size, surface area, and distances of the shale
geobodies to well locations are important and need to be considered in geobody analysis. An
aggregate of shale cells can impede the flow paths of steam and oil differently based on how
those cells are arranged. For example, cells aligned face-to-face as a linear chain and which do
not have major influence in hindering flow, produce the largest surface area per volume value,
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approaching 4.0 for large numbers of cells. Alignment of the cells as a square sheet, which is
important in blocking fluid flow, gives a value of 2.0 for large numbers of cells. Therefore, a
cutoff value of 3.0 was chosen and those geobodies with surface area per volume of less than 3.0
considered to most likely hampering fluid flow.

Noting the importance of geobody surface area per volume and following the normalized
geobody size, a surface area per volume cutoff of 3.0 was chosen to compare the ranking result
against the cutoff of 20 for geobody size. Thus, for a particular realization, those geobodies with
surface area to volume ratio of 3.0 and less were counted and summed and the result was divided
by the total size of all geobodies. Applying this approach to the ten realizations, the correlation
coefficient increased from 0.20 to 0.58 (Figure 4-5).

Figure 4-5. Comparison of normalized geobody rank with different cutoffs and thermal
simulation rank
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4.7

A New Measure of Ranking Correlation

So far, in order to quantify the effectiveness of ranking method, the correlation coefficient of
ranking methods and flow simulation rank of realizations has been used. Since this measure of
correlation between two datasets is very sensitive to the outliers and the total number of trials,
another measure needs to be introduced to highlight the closeness to exact ranking and diminish
the effects of outliers. Figure 4-6 shows the crossplot of the predicted rank versus the actual rank
of two hypothetical datasets. For the case of dataset (a), all the ranks except two, are in the same
order as the actual rank, while in case (b) no rank is predicted correctly. However, the correlation
coefficient for the case (a) (r = 0.70) is less than that of the case (b) (r = 0.78). Undoubtedly, the
ranking in case (a) has been more successful than the case (b) and it is more favourable for
ranking purposes. Despite this, the correlation coefficient is unable to distinguish between these
two cases. Instead of the correlation coefficient, another measure is required that shows the
probability of predicting a rank exactly or correctly within a confidence limit.

Figure 4-6. Comparison of ranking success between two hypothetical cases.
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The probability method is a measure for comparing two datasets and, when used along with the
correlation coefficient, can provide a clear measure of proximity to perfect ranking. In this
method, a probability is calculated such that a ranked realization takes the same rank as the
actual rank. It can be relaxed from perfect ranking such that the predicted rank falls within an
acceptable tolerance interval t, say ±1, of the true rank. Thus, we adopt the notation "P (± t)" to
evaluate the probability that a predicted rank is within ±t of the actual rank. Therefore, the
probability for exact ranking is shown as P(0) and the value of probability of the rank to be
within ±1 of the true rank is P(±1). Based on this for the (Figure 4-6 a) case, P(0) = P(±1) =
P(±2) = 0.80. For the (Figure 4-6 b) case, P(0) = 0.00, P(±1) = 0.30, and P(±2) = 0.90. Therefore,
depending on how strict ranking correlation is intended to be measured, cases (a) and (b) can be
differentiated.

This method will be more meaningful when comparing the degree of correlation between two
large data sets. As the number of trials increases in large data sets, the probability becomes closer
to Gaussian distribution and the probability measure will be much smoother and more
continuous.

4.8

Improving Rank Correlation Using Different Trimming Schemes

Comparing the results of the ranking analysis in 2D slices and 3D realizations, two observations
can be made.

1. In 3D models, there might be shale bodies which are counted in the connectivity analysis
while they are not very important in SAGD oil drainage. This is because those geobodies are
located very close to the reservoir edges or corners.
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2. Flow of heat and fluids in 3D and can take place in the perpendicular direction to the 2D
slices analyzed earlier, and this makes the analysis more complex.

To account for the unimportant shale barriers at the extremes of the steam chamber, two
trimming schemes were considered: linear and quadratic. To apply the linear trimming to
realizations, a window with straight sides, say trapezoid, is considered in all the vertical slices of
a realization and all the low permeability shale cells beyond this window are reset to sand
permeability (Figure 4-7 b). The quadratic trimming is the same as what described in linear
trimming except that the non-parallel sides of the trapezoid are not straight and follow a
quadratic equation to better represent the shape of steam chamber (Figure 4-7 c). The trimming
windows were chosen such that they remove nearly all the flow barriers beyond the 900-days
steam chamber limit. The ultimate goal is to eliminate those unimportant heterogeneities and
apply the connectivity-based ranking methods to determine if rankings will improve.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

Figure 4-7. Trimming a sample model: (a) Original realization slice, (b) Linear trimming,
(c) Quadratic trimming

However, the resulting ranking plot was no better than the original plot without trimming (Figure
4-8). In terms of probability ranking, the original data based on the surface area of shales has P
(±1) = 0.4, linearly trimmed has P (±1) = 0.4, and for quadratically trimmed datasets P (±1) =
0.5.
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Figure 4-8. Comparison of normalized geobody size rankings with different trimming
schemes and thermal simulation rankings
Therefore, ranking measures based on geobody size, normalized geobody size with surface area
per volume cutoff, and geobody analysis based on trimmed realizations did not provide a better
rank correlation than the 'Rank2loc' program based on injector and producer locations. As a
result, other criteria for ranking must be sought.

4.9

Ranking Based on Total Surface Area of Shales

Presence of heterogeneities, in particular shales, baffles flow of oil and steam within a reservoir.
When fluids flow in the reservoir in all directions, they interact with the shale surfaces rather
than the whole aggregates of shale bodies. The larger the surface area of the shales, the greater
will be their exposure to fluids. Shales with large surface area can absorb more heat and
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confound more flow paths than shales with small surface area. Therefore, surface area of shale
geobodies could be used as a better measure of SAGD recovery than just the size of geobodies or
connectivity because it accounts for both size and spread of shales within the reservoir.
Therefore, by measuring the total surface area of shales present in the reservoir, it is possible to
assess and rank realizations in terms of total surface area of shales.

The geobody analysis which is done using the "geo_obj" code provides the size and therefore the
volume of geobodies. In addition, the surface area per volume of geobodies is another output of
the program. By multiplying the volume of a geobody by its corresponding surface area per
volume of that geobody, the surface area of shale geobodies can be obtained.

The rankings were obtained based on total surface area of shale for original, trimmed, and
trimmed with surface area cutoff of 100 (Figure 4-9). The rankings have improved considerably
compared to the previous methods. The correlation coefficient for the case of using the surface
area of all shales is P (±1) = 0.4 (r = 0.52), when quadratic trimming is used, the correlation
coefficient increases to P (±1) = 0.5 (r = 0.80), and for trimmed data with surface area cutoff is P
(±1) = 0.6 (r = 0.82).
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S/V*V Rank
Quadtrim

Original

cutoff: S>100

12

Shale surface area Rank

10

8

6

4

2

0

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Simulation Rank

Figure 4-9. Comparison of ranks based on total surface area of shale for original, trimmed
and trimmed with cutoff
To improve the ranking correlation even further, it was noted that there are shales in the
uppermost corners of the 2D slices (Figure 4-10). These regions were barely contacted by steam.
Since those cells containing unimportant shales influence shale geobody count but not SAGD
response, they were removed to highlight the effect of shales that are in the steam chamber and
contacted by steam (Figure 4-11).
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Figure 4-10. Quadratic trimming

Figure 4-11. Quadratic and top corner trimming

After the shales beyond the steam chamber boundary were removed, again the surface area of the
shales in the trimmed model was calculated. The new surface area ranks compared with thermal
simulation ranks. The correlation coefficient for this trimming scheme for the case with no cutoff
is 0.88 with P(±1) = 0.6, and for the case with surface area of more than 20 units the correlation
coefficient is 0.89 and P(±1) = 0.7 (Figure 4-12).
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Figure 4-12. Comparison of ranks for quadratic and top corner trimming with and without
surface area cutoff
One more step on the trimming schemes was to eliminate the effects of the two end blocks of the
SAGD model. Since, in the SAGD model under study, there are no well connections in the first
and last block, there is no need to count the surface area in these two end blocks. Therefore, the
procedure of calculating the surface area of shales was repeated for the case of having all
quadratic, top corners, and end block trimming performed (Figure 4-13). With this further
trimming for end blocks, the correlation coefficient is 0.90 and P (±1) = 0.7 without any cutoff
for the surface area; the maximum correlation coefficient which can be obtained is with a cutoff
of 10, for which the correlation coefficient is 0.89 and P (±1) = 0.9.
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Figure 4-13. Comparison of ranks for quadratic, top corner, and end block trimming with
and without surface area cutoffs
A plot of the correlation coefficient versus surface area cutoff (Figure 4-14), shows that as more
trimming is done, stronger correlations can be obtained at smaller cutoff values. This is because
with more unimportant cells removed from the grid using trimming methods, the effect of
smaller geobodies that can affect SAGD performance can be revealed. However, the geobody
analysis and the associated trimmings cannot capture the relative locations of the geobodies and
their importance in SAGD.
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Figure 4-14. Correlation coefficient versus surface area cutoff for different trimming
schemes
4.10 Connectivity-based Screening for Second SAGD Model
To confirm the effectiveness of modified connectivity-based results obtained for SAGD 1 model
and evaluate the applicability of the surface area method to another dataset, SAGD 2 dataset was
considered. SAGD 2 realizations were modeled as described before for SAGD 1 model and the
cumulative oil production were obtained (Figure 4-15). The cumulative production curves for the
second set of SAGD realizations almost spans the same range as the first set, from nearly 8000
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m3to 55,000 m3 after 900 days. The realizations do not show similar performances as was
observed in the first SAGD dataset. In SAGD 2 model, there is better distinction between
cumulative oil production from all the realizations and they are more evenly distributed than
SAGD 1 model. However, the behaviors of Realizations 2, 7, and 10 are more complicated as
their relative positions based on cumulative oil production are changing over time.

Figure 4-15. Cumulative oil production for thermal reservoir simulation for the second
SAGD dataset
The same analysis was performed on SAGD 2 model as in the first dataset in terms of total
surface area of shales (Figure 4-16). The maximum correlation coefficient of 0.52 is not as large
as the first dataset and P (±1) = 0.6 with three realizations correctly ranked, i.e. P (0) = 0.3. Also,
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the result of "rank2loc" gives a correlation coefficient of 0.82, P (±1) = 0.7, and P (0) = 0.1
(Table 4-4).
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Figure 4-16. Ranking crossplot based on total surface area of shale and Rank2loc for the
second SAGD dataset with and without cutoff
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Figure 4-17. Ranking result based on surface area for the original data, quadratic+top
corner+end block trimming with and without surface area cutoff for the second SAGD
dataset
Although the application of trimming has not improved the correlation coefficient (Figure 4-17),
the probability measures are comparable with the first dataset. In particular, the probability of
exact ranking is the same as in previous case. Therefore, as the correlation coefficient shows
drastically lower values due to outliers, the probability measure remains consistent and stable
and is not affected by extreme values. For example, P(0) = 0.9 is more favorable than r = 0.9,
since P(0) = 0.9 predicts nine rank positions out of ten, correctly, but r = 0.9 might not
necessarily give any ranks ordered correctly. A summary of the correlation measures used in the
first and the second SAGD datasets confirms the effectiveness and unbiasedness of the
probability measure "P" in comparison with the correlation coefficient "r" (Table 4-4)
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Table 4-4. Summary of ranking methods and measures for the first and the second SAGD
datasets
Data set
Ranking Method
Rank2loc
shale
Surface
area
(S/V.V )
Ranking

original
Quadratic+
Corners+
End blocks
Trimming

No cutoff
No cutoff
cutoff=10
cutoff=20
cutoff=50
cutoff=80

r
0.87
0.58
0.90
0.94
0.94
0.88
0.87

SAGD1
P(0)
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.2

P(±1)
0.7
0.4
0.7
0.9
0.9
0.6
0.5

r
0.82
0.52
0.22
0.21
0.24
0.44
0.20

SAGD2
P(0)
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.1

P(±1)
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.5

The success of the surface area ranking for the SAGD 1 dataset might be due to the fact that the
specified semivariogram has no dip. Thus, most of the shales configurations are planar in the
horizontal direction and form barriers whose surface area becomes important in hampering oil
and steam flow. For the SAGD 2 dataset, due to the dip, some shales form vertical barriers which
might not severely influence gravity drainage and development of the steam chamber.
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5

5.1

Chapter 5. A New Method of Ranking SAGD Realizations

Ranking Based on the Average Permeability

The analyses based on the geobody connectivity, tortuosity, and the surface area of shales with
different trimming schemes were shown to be able to rank SAGD realizations with some success
(Table 4-4). However, these methods are tedious for application to even binary shale-sand
SAGD realizations. In addition, there are cases in which there are little changes in total surface
area of shales whereas the recoveries are variable. Also, as trimming approach showed, some
shales are not important flow barriers. All these shortcomings observed in geobody-based
ranking analysis suggests that to be able to capture the effect of heterogeneities on SAGD, shale
locations, orientations, and their shape must all be taken into consideration. Thus another dataset
of shale distribution is added for testing and development of a new method.

A series of simple heterogeneous SAGD models was produced for the third dataset. A shale slab
with fixed dimensions was placed in the base SAGD model at different locations and orientations
with respect to the well locations (Figure 5-1). This is a more general case than the models
generated by Barillas et al. (2006) where they placed permeability barriers of different lengths
and continuities in the same layer in the region between the injector and the producer wells to
investigate the effect of permeability barriers on oil recovery in SAGD. The shale slab in this
study has the dimensions of 16 grid cells in the x direction, 8 cells in the y direction, and 2 cells
in the z direction. This size ensures that regardless of their orientations and positions, the shale
slabs do not completely block fluid and heat flow. The permeability of shale is set to be one
hundredth of the sand permeability and the permeability of both shale and sand are isotropic.
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Figure 5-1. Shale slabs with equal dimensions at different positions in a SAGD model.
Dimensions are in grid cells.
The models with shale slabs have significantly different recovery performances (Figure 5-2).
After 900 days, the results of thermal reservoir simulation using STARS™, showed
approximately 70,000 m3 variability in cumulative oil production among all the realizations,
where the SAGD model H02 had the smallest production of 3210 m3 and the SAGD model H03
showed the largest production of 72,150 m3. The response from some of these models could vary
with time. For example, if SAGD case H03 is considered at 400 days, it is not counted as the best
performing model. However, owing to presence of the shale slab at top of the H03 model, heat
loss to overburden is minimal, steam chamber grows laterally and over time more oil is
recovered than other cases. Therefore, location of the shale in a SAGD model affects the way
heat and fluids flow in the reservoir. Depending on the time the steam chamber is influenced by
the shale, different recoveries can be obtained over time.
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Figure 5-2. Cumulative oil production for thermal reservoir simulation for the hypothetical
SAGD dataset with shale slab
5.2

Ranking of Shale Slab Models Using Average Harmonic Permeability

For all the models, the shale slab size, surface area per volume, and total amount of
hydrocarbons were constant. As a result, the connectivity-based, volumetric, and statistical
methods of ranking would be unable to discriminate between the shale slab models and explain
the differences in oil recovery. Therefore, an approach other than the geobody analysis or
connectivity measures is required to rank this set of models according to cumulative production.
Several other static measures were tested in order to be able to discern these shale slab models
such as the volume of sand between the shale slab and the production well, cumulative distances
of all the shale cells to the production well, and the volume baffled by the shale slab. However,
most of those methods could not successfully distinguish between the slab models. On the other
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hand, permeability is a reservoir property that directly influences fluid flow in porous media
(Lake and Jensen, 1991). Also, large permeability contrast in the binary models makes
permeability-based methods suitable for distinguishing between shale slab models. A method
was considered which was based on calculating the harmonic average permeability along a line
segment centered at a production well location (Figure 5-3). The length and orientation of the
line segment could be varied to represent the steam chamber growth direction and volume as
time passes.

Figure 5-3. Schematic illustration of calculating harmonic permeability along line segments
orientated in different directions and lengths. Shale is the blue region and sand is red. The
arrowheads correspond to three different values of search radii R.
This method assesses the average permeability within a certain radius for different angles. The
procedure is similar to what happens in a SAGD process in which oil flows nearly radially
towards the production well in a circular sector with producer at the center. Thus, by taking the
arithmetic average of the harmonic averages along all lines, an average permeability around the
producer is obtained which corresponds to an average permeability within a steam chamber at a
particular time. The arithmetic average of the harmonic averages of permeability, (kH)A, is then
used as a basis for ranking SAGD realizations.
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In order to be able to calculate the harmonic average permeability along any line in any
direction, the length of the line segment intersecting a grid cell is divided by the permeability of
that grid block. This procedure is repeated for the entire length of the line out to the desired
distance (Figure 5-4).
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Figure 5-4. Harmonic average calculation procedure for an arbitrary angle along a line
segment

A FORTRAN code was generated to automate this procedure. The program reads the 3D
permeability data file and calculates the harmonic average permeability over the search radius,
R, and sweeps the permeability map from 0 to 180º through the XZ slice. The reference point
based on which harmonic permeabilities are computed at different directions can also be
specified.
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The results of the harmonic average calculation performed on the shale slab models are shown
for one cross-sectional slice (Figure 5-5). Since the shale slabs have the same dimensions and
configurations in different vertical slices of all models, the resulting average permeability
analysis performed on one slice would be the same as for the other slices.

Figure 5-5. Harmonic average permeability curves versus R and 900-day recoveries (m3)
for the models depicted in Figure 5-1, where R is measured in grid cells (meters) and the
origin is taken to be the production well location.
For most models with no shale at the well location, (kH)A = 2200 md for R < 2, which is the
clean sand permeability. Depending on the proximity of shale to the producer, as R increases, the
calculated (kH)A values decrease abruptly as a result of encountering the low permeability shale.
If there is enough sand beyond the shale slab for large R, the curves will start to show a modest
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increase (e.g., case H04). For cases in which the well penetrates right through a shale (cases H02
and V01), the (kH)A curves start from the shale permeability, 22 md, and then show a small
increase as R increases.

At larger search radii (8 ≤ R ≤ 12) where the curves level off (Figure 5-5) there is an excellent
match between cumulative oil production from the thermal simulation results and the ordering of
the curves. R = 6 cells is approximately the distance between the injector and producer wells.

5.3

Effect of Other Statistical Measures on Ranking

Other statistical measures besides averages might also help to discern the shale slab models. The
standard deviations of the (kH)A values at different search radii were calculated (Figure 5-6).
Although the variability generally increases as we move from the best performing model H03 to
the middle performer H04, the two poor performing models (V01 and H02) show small
variability. This behavior does not suggest assessing (kH)A variability as R changes will improve
ranks. The (kH)A values by themselves appear more reliable for screening realizations, and in this
case, standard deviations did not provide more information to help with ranking, for example
cases H03 and H00.
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Figure 5-6 Standard deviation of shale slab models calculated for different search radii
5.4

Application of (kH)A Method to 2D Slices with Random Heterogeneities

Since the (kH)A method appears to be successful in ranking models with a single shale slab, it
was applied to the previously-analyzed models (SAGD 1 and 2) which were generated using
SISim (Table 4-1). The vertical XZ slices of the first realization from the first dataset were
considered. To see how the (kH)A method assesses heterogeneities within a slice, slice number 2
of realization 1 was selected and the (kH)A program was applied. The changes in (kH)A values
with variations in R and search angle reveal interesting points about the continuity within that
slice (Figure 5-7). For a fixed radius, plots of (kH)A versus search angle show that most of the
heterogeneities of slice 2 are located in the directions ranging from 0o to 90o and the slice has
more continuity between 90o to 180o. This suggests that most of the production will come from
this region and the steam chamber will preferentially develop in the direction between 90o to
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180o. The high permeability region narrows as the search radius increases and the effect of faroff heterogeneities is captured by (kH)A. The distant heterogeneities might not drastically
influence SAGD performance.

Figure 5-7. Analysis of lateral continuity of slices – SAGD 1 dataset, Realization#1
A 3D plot of (kH)A as a function of search radius and search angle can be used for qualitative and
visual analysis of the continuity within one slice (Figure 5-8).
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Figure 5-8. Analysis of continuity within a slice in 3D format – SAGD 1 dataset,
Realization#1

Since the (kH)A method was useful in identifying the high and low permeability regions within
one slice, it was then applied to slices 2 to 7 of Realization 1 from SAGD 1 dataset. The
intention is to determine if there is a correspondence between production from each slice (Figure
5-9) and the harmonic average permeability curves (Figure 5-10).
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Figure 5-9. Cumulative oil production from thermal reservoir simulation for the XZ slices
in the first SAGD dataset
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Figure 5-10. (kH)A curves for the XZ slices of realization 1 in the SAGD 1 dataset based on
producer well location
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The perfect ranking is not as good as it was in the simple, one-slab case, P (0) = 0.5, but relaxing
exact ranking, the resulting correlation is the same as before, P(±1) = 1.0. The extreme
performing slices, i.e. slice 4 with largest and slice 7with poorest production, have taken the
correct position; however the ranks of the 3rd and 5th slices cannot be determined with certainty,
and the ranks of the 6th and 2nd slices are reversed.

If the injector well location was chosen as the reference point instead of the production well,
again the result would be a perfect match, P (0) = P (±1) = 1.0 (Figure 5-11).
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Figure 5-11. Harmonic average permeability curves for the XZ slices of realization 1 in the
first SAGD dataset based on injector well location
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The same procedure was repeated for the 2D slices in realization 6 (Figure 5-12). The results of
both the injector and producer based harmonic averaging techniques are consistent with the
results obtained from the slices in the first realization. That is, the method is able to differentiate
the slices with high production (7th, 6th) from the low production slices; however, the low
production slices are very similar in terms of cumulative oil production and the average
permeability curves are very close to each other.

Applying this procedure to different realizations suggests that, in some cases, producer-based
harmonic average permeability gives a better ranking correlation. In other cases, the injectorbased result provides a better match between simulation results and harmonic average
permeability.

Figure 5-12. Harmonic average permeability curves for the XZ slices of realization 6 in the
first SAGD dataset (a) producer based and (b) injector based
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5.5

Generalizing Average Harmonic Permeability to 3D Models

In order to expand from the 2D slice analysis to the 3D ranking of realizations, a method that
combines the results of the slice analyses and represents them as a single number is needed.
Since the production mechanism of oil flow towards the production well is gravity drainage, it is
assumed that this is similar to parallel beds conducting flow to the producer (Figure 5-13).
Therefore, the result of (kH)A, obtained from different slices arithmetically averaged to represent
the overall average permeability for a single 3D realization.

Figure 5-13. Parallel flow of beds into the production well in a SAGD process

Based on the ordering of the curves and the probability ranks (Figure 5-14, Figure 5-16, and
Table 5-1), it can be concluded that the ranking correlations obtained by taking the averages of
both injector-based and producer-based (kH)A's, calculated over all slices, are the same as for the
producer-based (kH)A, alone. However, there are some anomalies for both cases. The cumulative
oil production for realization number 6 is higher than both realizations 7 and 2 as predicted by
reservoir simulation (Figure 5-14). However, the (kH)A curve of realization 6 lays mostly below
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those of 2 and 7. Also, the cumulative oil production for realization 7 is higher than that of 2 by
2000 m3 after 900 days, but the locations of the (kH)A curves are reversed. However, 2000 m3 is
small compared to the variability of 70,000 m3 in cumulative oil production across all the
realizations.
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Figure 5-14. Producer-based (kH)A for six realizations from the first SAGD dataset
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Figure 5-15. Injector-based (kH)A for six realizations from the first SAGD dataset
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Figure 5-16. Producer- injector averaged (kH)A for six realizations from the first SAGD
dataset
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Table 5-1. Probability rank for the first SAGD dataset
P (0)

P (±1)

Producer-based

0.50

0.60

Injector-based

0.67

1.00

Producer-injector Averaged

0.67

1.00

Looking closely at realizations 2, in two slices the producer well is in a sand cell while it is
surrounded by relatively large shale cells. Also in another slice, the injector is in a shale cell
while it is surrounded by sand cells and these have caused over estimation of average
permeability curve for the 2nd realization.

In realization 6, most of the production comes from slices 6 and 7, in which there are some small
shale cells just beside the producer (Figure 5-17 (a) and (b)). A small amount of shale close to a
producer drastically reduces the average permeability; however, it is not a significant flow
barrier and in fact it helps the flow of oil converge towards the producer.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-17. Distribution of shale around the producer in two slices of Realization 6,
(a) slice 6, (b) slice 7
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5.6

Sensitivity of the Harmonic Average Permeability Curves

In order to analyze the variability of (kH)A, the following analyses were performed on either the
realizations or the (kH)A method. Realization 6 and 7 from SAGD 1 dataset are chosen for this
analysis to investigate how sensitive the (kH)A curve are to the neighbouring shales and the way
the (kH)A curves are constructed .

1. In realization 6, three shale cells next to the producer were removed and the search angle
limited to 130o, starting from 25 o to 155 o, instead of 180o.

2. Instead of taking the average based on the results just from the injector and producer
locations, the (kH)A's were calculated based on all the cells connecting and including the
injector and producer locations for Realizations 6 and 7.

The original (kH)A curve for realization 6 lays below that of realization 7 (Figure 5-18).
Nevertheless, after limiting the sweep angle for harmonic permeability calculation, and also
performing the averaging for locations in addition to the injector and producer cells, the (kH)A
curves for realization 6 have shifted partly above the curve for realization 7. However, the (kH)A
curve of realization 7 is not very sensitive to these modifications, as the curves have remained
almost unchanged (Figure 5-18).
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Figure 5-18. Sensitivity of (kH)A curves for realizations 6 and 7 from the first SAGD dataset
Therefore, there are various methods for which the (kH)A curves could be generated and unless a
unique and representative method of calculating the (kH)A values, i.e. producer based, injector
based, could be found, the uncertainty analysis of averages can not be done with confidence.
While the injector-based (kH)A method misses the heterogeneities in between the well pairs, the
producer-based (kH)A gives more weight to inter-well region heterogeneities. This is consistent
with the fact that even a few small low permeability cells in the inter-well region could
drastically diminish bitumen production. (kH)A averaging based on both injector and producer
well locations will balance the results of these two extremes.

The (kH)A curves were also generated for six realizations of the second SAGD dataset (Figure
5-19). The resulting plot suggests that again there is a strong correlation between the cumulative
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oil production after 900 days and the (kH)A of realizations when the (kH)A curves for both injector
and producer locations were used.
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Figure 5-19. Producer- injector averaged (kH)A for six realizations from second SAGD
dataset
The producer-based (kH)A results for both SAGD cases and the hypothetical shale slab model
show that (kH)A is strongly correlated with the thermal simulation results (Table 5-2). Since the
results of injector-based and producer-based are both strongly correlated with the cumulative oil
production, the producer-based results or the average of injector and producer will be used. In
this way, the problem of missing inter-well heterogeneities is avoided. In addition, for most of
the problems to shorten the computation time just the producer-based method will be sufficient.
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Table 5-2. Probability rank obtained using producer-based (kH)A method compared to
cumulative production ranking for shale-sand test models
Producer-based

5.7

Model

P(0)

P(±1)

Shale Slab model

0.78

1.00

First SAGD dataset

0.50

0.60

Second SAGD dataset

0.60

1.00

Correlation Between (kH)A and Production Responses

Analyses based on ranks are not able to capture all aspects of the differences between
realizations. For example, the rank difference between two models with 1000 m3 oil production
could be the same as realizations with 20,000 m3 difference in oil production. Therefore,
discrimination between realizations needs to expand beyond discrete rank analysis towards
continuous analysis. For this purpose, plots of (kH)A versus cumulative oil production at a
specific time are considered (Figure 5-20).

Comparing plots of (kH)A versus cumulative oil production for different search radii (Figure
5-20) it can be observed that for short radii (R ≤ 5), the fluctuations in the plot are larger than
when a long search radius is used. That is, with a longer search radius, a stronger one to one
relationship exists between the average permeability and the cumulative oil production.
However, for longer search radii, the average permeability versus cumulative production curve is
flatter when a long search radius is used. That is, the variability of average permeability becomes
smaller for long radii compared to the short search radius case. This could be because at a
specific time, steam chamber volume from which oil is drained corresponds to a specific search
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radius. As a result, for the given time, 390 days, longer search radii will better represent the
volume of the reservoir contacted by steam.
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Figure 5-20. Injector-producer averaged (kH)A versus cumulative oil production at 390
days.
The uncertainty of the (kH)A versus cumulative production relationship can be expressed in
terms of error bars, which represent the variability of the (kH)A over the XZ slices (Figure 5-21).
The (kH)A is simply calculated based on Equation 5-1:

k H  A

1

N

 k 
N

i 1

H i

…………………………………………………………………… 5-1

where:
N is the number of XZ slices
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k H is the arithmetic average of harmonic permeability over for each slice
The standard deviation of k H over the number of slices, N, can be expressed as:

 k   k  
N

sk H 

i 1

2

H i

H

N ( N  1)

A

……………………………………………………………5-2

Therefore, the error bars, which show the degree of variability of (kH)A's at each radius, can be
calculated based on the desired numbers of standard deviations. Figure 5-21 shows the error bar
analysis based on one standard deviation on (kH)A's.

Although some degree of variability in averages can be observed, Figure 5-21 suggests that the
variability in (kH)A's cannot be interpreted as a monotonically increasing curve with one-to-one
relationship between (kH)A and cumulative oil production. However, analysis of the error bars
(Figure 5-21) suggests that, if the strict one-to-one correlation is relaxed and larger groups are
considered, it is possible to evaluate the (kH)A versus cumulative production based on coarser
categories. For example, realizations could be grouped into low, medium, and high production
categories (green circles in Figure 5-21). In this way, a good correspondence can be observed
between the oil production and (kH)A. Also, by grouping the realizations into five categories
(purple circles in Figure 5-21), the (kH)A and cumulative production are still strongly correlated.
As the size of categories becomes smaller and approaches the one-to-one correlation, a more
accurate predictor is required to reach an acceptable correlation. Moreover, larger datasets should
be analyzed and wider standard deviation intervals could be investigated in order to be able to
generalize this statement.
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Figure 5-21. (a) Error bar analysis performed on six realizations from first and second
SAGD datasets after 390 days. (b) Green circles put realizations into three categories and
purple circles identify five categories of realizations.

5.8

Generalization of the Averaging Method

The harmonic average permeability calculated at different radii and angles for ranking of
realizations is applicable when single phase flow occurs within a series of face-to-face connected
cells. The flow must enter from one block and, after passing through all of the cells one by one,
leaves the last cell. Applying this method to the grid cells in all directions, regardless of the order
of alignment and positioning of the cells should be compared against other averaging techniques
to validate this method and also identify any bias that might have been introduced by harmonic
averaging which is sensitive to low permeability values.
In general, all the averaging methods are special cases of the power law averaging (Kovrin,
1982; Jensen, 1998). For the case of permeability, the power average can be expressed as
following:
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where 'Li' is the length of the line segment within a grid cell having a permeability of ki.
For = 1 and = -1 the calculated permeability is the arithmetic and harmonic average,
respectively. At the limit when  approaches zero, the geometric average is obtained. Korvin
(1982) has shown that the power mean, estimated by the power average, is the appropriate
measure of effective permeability in heterogeneous systems.

The (kH)A program was generalized to calculate power averages. The single shale slab SAGD
models were analyzed with different exponents corresponding to different values of . The result
showed no better ranking in terms of the generalized average permeability curve positioning than
the harmonic averages (Figure 5-22).
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Figure 5-22 Effect of power law exponent on (kH)A curve positions and ranking:
(a) =-1 (b) =-0.5 (c) =+0.5 (d) =+1
For  = -1 and R ≤ 5, when the first shale cell is encountered, the harmonic average
permeability drops very rapidly (Figure 5-22 a). That is because the average is very sensitive to
the low permeability values. The slope decreases as more shales are intersected. The very first
shale produces the sharpest decline in the (kH)A while the effect of the permeability of the
subsequent shales on the slope decreases monotonically. The (kH)A curve is more affected by the
first intersected shales because there are few high permeability net cells (sand) counted in the
calculation of average permeability.
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As  increases, the declining trend of (kH)A curves becomes gentler and the slope of the (kH)A
curve from one search radius to the other remains almost constant because the average value,
which is already decreased, is no longer sensitive to low permeability values. Also, by increasing
, the ordering of the middle production realizations changes and the correlation between (kH)A
and cumulative oil production decreases.

After the search lines extend beyond the shale slab and encounter more sand, the (kH)A curves
start to climb up. This characteristic is not seen in realizations where the first shale cells are
located far away from the producer. For the case of  = -1, the rate of increase in the curves is
very slow. As approaches +1, the (kH)A curves ascend more rapidly.

The other feature of these plots is the minimum values of the (kH)A curves. For a specific curve,
= -1 gives the smallest minimum. This minimum occurs at larger search radii R for the case of
harmonic averaging and, as increases, the radius at which the minimum takes place moves to
lower values. This is because the harmonic average, which is sensitive to low permeability
values, requires the search radius to go farthest past the heterogeneity and capture more cells
with high permeability values to compensate for the low permeability values.

Based on the analyses done using the power averages technique, it can be concluded that for the
ranking of SAGD realizations, the harmonic average, = -1, provides the strongest correlation
between (kH)A and cumulative oil production compared to the other averaging methods.
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5.9

Application of the (kH)A Method to Multi Well Pair Cases

Butler (1991) showed that the upward rate of growth of the steam chamber is larger than its
lateral growth. Since the lateral extent of the steam chamber is limited, a series of horizontal well
pairs are required to drain bitumen out of the reservoir. In this way, the steam chambers from
different well pairs grow upwards, then sideways, and after enough time, the chambers start to
overlap. Therefore, it is possible to heat up and recover bitumen within a large portion of the
reservoir continuously.
In order to be able to apply the harmonic average permeability method to a series of well pairs,
one can analyze individual pairs using the same appropriate parameters, and then the result for
different search radii and wells can be arithmetically averaged if there are no differences in
operational parameters.

5.10 Representation of (kH)A Curves by a Single Number
When dealing with small numbers of realizations, it is easy to make a judgment about their
production performance and the corresponding rankings based on the visual inspection of the
(kH)A versus R curves. However, when large numbers of realizations are involved, it is
challenging to distinguish between the realizations based on the relative positions of the (kH)A
curves. As a result, a representative value based on the (kH)A curve is needed. In general, the
increase in R is consistent with growth of the steam chamber as time increases. However,
depending on the location and amount of heterogeneity, the steam chambers do not expand
equally for different realizations and their sizes and shapes are different. The simplest method to
generate a representative value for each realization is to average the (kH)A curve for a range of R
values. However, it should be noted that small R's represent a few cells and as R increases, the
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number of cells contributing to the calculation of (kH)A increases. In other words, as the steam
chamber expands, more steam goes into the reservoir, a larger volume of bitumen will be
contacted, and hence oil production will be higher as the steam chamber grows compared to the
early stages of steam chamber development. This means that the points on the (kH)A curve
corresponding to larger R's should receive more weight. Chen et al.’s (2008) analyses propose
that the permeabilities of the cells in the region between the injector and the producer play a
more important role than the cells located farthest away. This is consistent with the manner the
(kH)A curves are created where a search line centered at a fixed point is rotated 180o within a
slice. By fixing the center of rotation at the production well location, the heterogeneities within
the near-well region are intersected more often than the far away heterogeneities. In this way,
near-well heterogeneities receive more weight and their role in hindering fluid flow is
automatically taken into account.
In order to find the best method of averaging the (kH)A curve, different schemes using weighted
averages were applied to the single shale slab models and the second SAGD dataset. These
include simple arithmetic averaging along the (kH)A curve,
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the entire search radii and with cutoff for R > 5 to reduce the bias towards small search radii. The
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arithmetic average can be related to the area under the curve, which is the integral of the curve
over the search radii, and the R2-weighted average could be linked to the volume of the steam
chamber from which bitumen can be recovered. Except the R- weighted average, which yields
the weakest correlation, the arithmetic and R2-weighted methods provide approximately the same
ranking correlation in terms of probability rank (Table 5-3).
Table 5-3. Probability rank for different averaging methods tested on the single shale slab
models and the second SAGD dataset
Shale Slab model

Second SAGD dataset

Averaging Method

P (0)

P (±1)

P (0)

P (±1)

Arithmetic, R

0.78

1.00

0.50

0.80

Arithmetic, R > 5

0.78

1.00

0.30

0.90

R-Weighted, R

0.56

1.00

0.40

0.80

R-Weighted, R > 5

0.56

1.00

0.10

0.90

R2-Weighted, R

0.78

1.00

0.20

0.80

R2-Weighted, R > 5

0.78

1.00

0.20

0.80

As a result, the simple arithmetic averaging of the points along the curve is more reliable as a
single representative value that can be assigned to realizations. It should be noted that the
arithmetic averaging with search radius cutoff has the highest ranking correlation. In this case the
search radius of five (R = 5) is the distance between the injector and the producer.
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5.11 Correlation Between (kH)A and Time
The performance of SAGD realizations is quite variable over time. One realization might show
good performance in the start, but the performance could deteriorate later during the SAGD
operation. As a result, a ranking method which is highly correlated with performance at a
specific time but exhibits a weak correlation at other times is not preferred. The ranking measure
must be reflective of reservoir performance over the entire life of the recovery process with a
stable and predictable correlation. In (kH)A method the stepwise increase in search radius is
considered to account for the growth of steam chamber over the life of SAGD process. Although
appraisal of realizations within different search radii could be linked to their performance with
time, the steam chambers do not expand in the same way for different realizations. Depending on
the location of heterogeneities, the size and shape of the steam chamber is quite variable from
one realization to the other (Figure 5-23). The (kH)A method assesses and compares all
realizations within equal search radii, whereas in some poor performing realizations the steam
chamber volume might not have reached that far (Figure 5-23). Also, the difference in steam
chamber size becomes more pronounced during the SAGD process. This is equivalent to
comparing performance of realizations at different times, which might not give reasonable
ranking results. However, poor performing realizations normally have their major heterogeneities
in the vicinity of the well-pairs. These low permeability cells always contribute to the (kH)A
values calculated in stepwise increasing search radii. This is the reason that the average
permeabilities calculated using the (kH)A method are highly correlated to cumulative oil
production.
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Figure 5-23. Comparison between (kH)A way of assessing realizations and relation with
SAGD performance with time
On the other hand, the irregular pattern of steam chamber growth is more evident when a SAGD
pad with multiple well-pairs is analyzed. In multiple well-pair cases, after a period of time, steam
chambers of different pairs start to overlap. When steam chambers coalescence, SAGD
performance becomes difficult to be captured by the (kH)A or any other static screening method.
To investigate how (kH)A values can be applied to SAGD performance over time the values of the
(kH)A averaged for R > 5 were considered. First of all, for the shale slab case the correlation
between (kH)A values and cumulative oil production at different times were calculated (Figure
5-24). The plot shows that the correlations remain high and stable up to the end of SAGD
simulation.
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Figure 5-24. Correlation between (kH)A and cumulative oil production at different times for
shale slab model
To further investigate the stability of correlation between (kH)A values and SAGD cumulative oil
production, two SAGD datasets with random shale distributions were considered. The stability of
R2 at different times was validated and the results confirmed that at least for early stages of
production the (kH)A values are highly correlated with cumulative oil production (Figure 5-25).
The correlations improve during the simulation for both SAGD datasets.
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Figure 5-25. Stable R2 between (kH)A and cumulative oil production at different times for
two SADG datasets with random shale distributions
In this chapter we presented the steps towards developing a new measure for ranking SAGD
realizations. The (kH)A method assesses permeability model within semi-circular regions around
the injector or producer well location. The application of the (kH)A method to 2D and 3D
synthetic SAGD models showed that producer-based analysis could successfully discern
realizations. Also the correlation between (kH)A values and cumulative oil production remains
stable with time.
However, the size of the test models were too small to claim that these strong correlations could
sustain for long times. More realistic and large models are required to generalize this statement.
The case studies are addressed in chapter 7.
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6

6.1

Chapter 6 Screening SAGD Realizations Based on Fluid Heterogeneity

Effect of Shale on SAGD Economics

SAGD is an energy demanding process. SAGD economics and feasibility are not merely a
function of oil production. The amount of steam required to produce a specific amount of oil is a
crucial factor in a SAGD operation. This is reflected in the steam-to-oil ratio (SOR), which is
defined as the cold water equivalent (CWE) of steam required to recover the unit volume of
bitumen. The smaller SOR values are preferable since less energy is consumed to extract the
same amount of bitumen and the feasibility of the thermal operation will be more justifiable.
The energy consumption of SAGD can be assigned to type, size, and distribution of
heterogeneities within the reservoir. Shales are the major source of heterogeneities in SAGD
reservoirs (Chen et al, 2008). Shales impair SAGD operation in two respects:
1. The major constituents of shales are small clays-sized particles which act as low
permeability barriers. Since the dominant recovery method in SAGD is gravity drainage,
shales, which are deposited horizontally or in the form of IHS (inclined heterolithic
strata), can significantly baffle upward and downward flow of fluids within the reservoir
towards and from the desired locations.
2. Owing to the small grain size, shales can hold considerable amounts of water. Although
the water content of shales is large, the water is not movable. However, owing to its high
heat capacity, water can absorb extensive amounts of heat. Therefore, the heat which is
injected to heat up and mobilize bitumen would be wasted to warm up the bound water in
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shales. This is an undesirable process which drastically impairs the economic feasibility
of SAGD.

6.2

Effect of High Water Saturation Zones on SAGD Performance

Even with no heterogeneities in permeability, the presence of high water saturation zones in a
SAGD reservoir can be detrimental to the SAGD economics. The manner in which the high
water saturation zones are distributed within a SAGD reservoir could be important from both
geostatistical and operational points of view.
To capture the effects of top gas and water zones, Nasr et al. (2003) carried out a series of
experimental and numerical investigations based on the work already done by Good (1997) for
SAGD performance in the presence of a gas cap. They concluded that the heat loss to the top
water zone was higher than an equivalent case with gas cap because of higher thermal
conductivity of water compared to that of gas. This degraded the economics of the SAGD
process under study, which meant higher SOR for the case of top water zone. Doan et al. (2003)
performed a similar SAGD simulation study for confined and non-confined water zones with
variable thicknesses. The outcome of their modeling was that the reduction in oil production for
top water zone case was more than twice the bottom water case when compared to no water zone
case. A sensitivity analysis based on the thickness of the overlying water zone showed reduction
in oil production when the thickness of the top water zone was increased. Fairbridge and Gates
(2011) considered a more general case than just top and bottom water cases. They investigated
the effect of intraformational water on SAGD performance. They used nodal and channel water
configurations to represent the distribution of intraformational water in the reservoir. The size,
spacing, and water saturation of the intraformational water zones could be varied. In nodal water
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configuration, they had a more uniform water distribution than channels in which the high water
saturation zones were localized. This resulted in higher recovery from models with nodal water
distribution than channels. Connection of water channels and nodes to an external aquifer
increased oil recovery. Increase in water saturation of the channels increased recovery and
lowered SOR whereas closer spacing of the nodes reduced both bitumen recovery and SOR. In
all cases that they studied, minor water migration out of the reservoir occurred. They attributed
this behavior to oil plugging effect, which is oil flow into high water saturation zones that acts as
pressure sinks. Oil invasion into the water zones creates a plug between steam chamber and the
water zone and further flow of steam into the water zone will be ceased.
What is important in this research is whether the (kH)A method or a modified version of it is
capable of distinguishing between scenarios with various patterns of fluid distribution within the
reservoir. For the sake of simplicity, six imaginary cases with different styles of water
distributions were considered: the same number of fully water-filled cells were distributed within
a SAGD model such that the average water saturation in the model is 32%. The objective is to
produce SAGD responses of top and bottom water zones along with additional cases that
correspond to intraformational water zones. Furthermore, the effect of positioning wells in the
water zones (Figure 6-1 Middle case) and flooded inter-well region is modeled (Figure 6-1 B/W
Inj-Prod case). The water-filled cells do not have any aquifer support and they are not laterally
extensive. The models have the sizes 53 by 8 by 20 m along the x, y, and z directions,
respectively. The models are homogeneous with permeability of 2200 md and porosity of 30 %.
With one producer well at the base of the model and the injector well 5 meters above it, the
thermal performance responses of the models with different styles of water saturations were
modeled using STARSTM.
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Figure 6-1. Six 2D hypothetical cases with different styles of water distributions. Average
water saturation is the same for all cases
The position and style of distribution of water-filled cells determines how the steam chamber
forms and grows afterwards. Corresponding to each model, the steam chamber assumes different
shapes and sizes (Figure 6-2). The Top model (Figure 6-1 Top) shows a completely different
steam chamber shape compared to other cases (Figure 6-2 Top). The top water zone does not
allow the steam chamber to expand laterally and it accelerates vertical growth of the chamber.
This could be because of the higher thermal conductivity of water compared to oil and gas. Once
steam starts to go into the water zone, the high heat capacity of water will absorb all the heat.

Figure 6-2. Corresponding Steam chamber growth for six cases of Figure 6-1with various
water saturation distribution styles
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The variability in steam chamber shapes and rate of growth results in variability of oil production
over time (Figure 6-3). However, since the water zone is not laterally extensive and limited to the
reservoir boundaries, continuous steam injection will eventually overcome the detrimental
effects of water over time. For example, for the Top configuration, the first 500 days of
production show rate a decline in oil rate. After this period, when enough steam injection
continues and the water zone temperature approaches the steam temperature, oil flow increases
again. In addition, dispersed water case has the smallest steam chamber and, as a result, the least
amount of cumulative oil production. This can be explained by the fact that in the dispersed
water case, high water saturation cells will have larger surface areas than other models and
consequently the injected steam will be exposed to more thief zones.

Figure 6-3. Variability in cumulative oil production for models with different styles of
water distribution
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Since there is no permeability heterogeneity in the Figure 6-1 models but there is variability in
the cumulative oil produced, other discriminatory variables besides permeability must be
investigated. Generally speaking, in thermal processes the injected heat will be dissipated to the
reservoir rock and fluids within the pore space. Depending upon the rock type and fluid content
of the pores, the amount of energy required to bring a portion of reservoir to a specific
temperature would be different. Normally, the heat conduction takes place faster in reservoir
rock than fluids. This is because the thermal conductivity of rock is much larger than that of
fluids (Ivory et al., 2008). As a result, rock does not create a major resistance to heat flow.
Among all the fluids, the heat capacity of water is larger than most of the other fluids within the
pore space. Therefore, water with relatively small heat conductivity impedes heat flow and at the
same time, it will consume the injected heat. The outcome of this process would be that most of
the injected heat is wasted to warm up water rather than mobilizing bitumen. This is the reason
that application of thermal processes in the presence of large amounts of water could make the
oil production inefficient and economically unfeasible.
To discriminate between realizations whose performance responses are different because of
various water distributions in the model, both thermal and petrophysical properties must come
into play. The thermal and petrophysical properties of rock and fluids can be combined using
Equation 6-1 for the volumetric heat capacity:
M = .w.Sw.cw + .o.So.co + (1-.r.cr …………………………………………………………………………………..6-1
M is the volumetric heat capacity averaged based on fluid content and porosity of the cells. Since the

amount of gas in heavy oils is relatively small compared to other fluids, its contribution to M has
been neglected. Using Equation 6-1 the heat storage capacity for each cell on the model can be
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calculated and averaged for the entire model. This problem can be viewed from another
perspective: how fast can heat travel throughout the model. Thermal conductivity, K, is the
parameter that is used for calculations of rate of heat transfer. With presence of multiple phases
in the medium, K can be averaged using Equation 6-2:
K=.Sw.Kw+So.Ko+(1-.Kr ………………………………………………………………………………………………….….6-2
The heat capacity and heat conductivity can be combined through thermal diffusivity (Equation 6-3).



K
K

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 6-3
c p M

The models with different water configurations presented earlier had similar characteristics in
terms of thermal and petrophysical properties and consequently averaging these properties for
the whole grid would not discriminate models. However, because fluid saturations in grid cells
were different, saturation weighted thermal properties were the only discriminator properties
within the models. On the other hand, not all the grid cells in the model equally contribute to
SAGD. Those cells that are contacted by steam influence SAGD performance. As shown earlier,
the averaging technique used in the (kH)A method gives more weight to the cells close to the
production well location. However, depending on the thermal and petrophysical properties being
averaged, the averaging method along lines could be either arithmetic or harmonic. For example,
heat capacity and water saturation can be averaged arithmetically because these quantities are
scalar whereas it is more appropriate to harmonically average the thermal conductivity, which is
a tensor. The other problem that should be noted in application of the (kH)A method to this case
is that the center of rotation of the lines is normally chosen to be the producer. This is consistent
with the fact that properties of the cells below the producer do not influence SAGD performance
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due to the gravity drainage nature of the process. On the other hand, high water saturation zones
located beneath the producer may impair SAGD performance by absorbing substantial amounts
of heat. This could be captured by moving the center of rotation to the base of the model aligned
with the well-pair locations. With all these considerations, the (kH)A –based method was applied
to the models with saturation weighted heat capacity, M, calculated for each cell (Figure 6-4).

Figure 6-4. (kH)A –based averaging of heat capacities
The same procedure was repeated for saturation weighted thermal conductivities, K, calculated
for each cell (Figure 6-5).
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Figure 6-5. (kH)A –based averaging of thermal conductivities
It should be noted that the only variable in calculating heat capacity and thermal conductivity is
the water saturation and as a result, the curves follow the same trend and positions.
In realizations whose average heat capacity curves show smaller values, more heat will be
available to heat up and mobilize bitumen. Speaking in terms of thermal conductivity, in the
realizations with large K heat conduction takes place faster throughout the model and bitumen
heating will be uniform and efficient. Based on this reasoning, except for the model with
dispersed water distribution, the order of the curves corresponds well with the cumulative oil
production (Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5).

6.3

Application to a Model with Random Water Distribution

To further test that this good correspondence between the to (kH)A -based average water
saturation and cumulative oil production is not accidental, a model with random fluid
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heterogeneity was considered. Using SIsim, ten realizations were generated. Realizations have
six categories of different levels of water saturation with different semivariogram specifications
(Figure 6-6).

Figure 6-6. Different categories of water saturations with associated probabilities. Two
categories have water saturations less than critical water saturation.
The generated water saturation field was populated within a grid having dimensions of 53 cells
in the x-direction, 8 cells in the y-direction and 20 cells in the z-direction with constant
permeability and porosity of 2200 md and 30%, respectively. The SAGD performance response
of the model, which was obtained using the STARSTM thermal simulator, shows 35,000 m3 of oil
variability after 1000 days (Figure 6-7).
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Figure 6-7. Cumulative oil production for realizations with random water distributions. A
few realizations are shown
Since all variables in the calculation of thermal properties are constant, averaging the water
saturations will produce the same result in terms of ranking. It can be clearly seen that based on
the position of the generated curves, realizations can be grouped into three categories (Figure
6-8), which is consistent with the cumulative oil production obtained for the realizations.
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Figure 6-8. (kH)A –based averaging of cell water saturations for realizations with random
water distributions. Realizations are grouped into three categories
However, the average water saturation curves ordering within each group show some anomalies.
In particular, for the medium performing realizations, none of the curve positions arein
accordance with the cumulative oil production after 1000 days (Figure 6-8). This could be
associated with how reservoir properties being averaged and how those properties might cause
fluid flow complexities within the reservoir. For the case of permeability heterogeneity, those
barriers closest to the well locations would have the major influence on performance of the
reservoir whose importance could be captured using the harmonic averages. In contrast to
permeability, high water saturation zones act more like thermal energy sink. Regardless of their
location, they can absorb heat and impair steam chamber development at any stage of the SAGD
operation. The water saturations within the cells in the SAGD model are averaged arithmetically
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in semi-circular patterns. Once the search radius reaches the height of the reservoir, the (kH)A
method stops searching farther beyond the radii greater than the reservoir height (Figure 6-9).

Figure 6-9. Maximum search radius limitation in (kH)A method to the height of the model
This is one limitation in the (kH)A method. To relax this restriction, the code was modified such
that it would allow extension of the search radii beyond the height of the SAGD model (Figure
6-10). Although with the modified code search radius is allowed to go beyond the reservoir grid,
the averaging is performed up to where the grid exists. Therefore, those cells with high water
saturation located at the boundaries of the grid can be counted in averaging, which would
otherwise have been ignored using the previous version of the (kH)A code.

Figure 6-10. Relaxing maximum search radius limitation in (kH)A method and allowing it to
extend beyond the height of the model
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Application of the modified code to the realizations with fluid heterogeneity improves the
ranking results (Figure 6-11). In particular, it is interesting to see how realizations 10 and 7 find
their correct positions. For R ≥ 25, the calculated average Sw remains constant. The probability
rank increased from P (±1) = 0.6 to P (±1) = 0.8 when the modified (kH)A method was used.

Figure 6-11. Improved ranking when modified (kH)A method was applied to realizations
with waster saturation heterogeneity
6.4

Analogy Between Models with Permeability and Saturation Distribution

The previous discussion about the applicability of the (kH)A method to screen models with fluid
heterogeneity suggest that there might be some associations between the performance of the
SAGD models that have permeability heterogeneity and fluid heterogeneity. In the models with
permeability heterogeneity, fluid and heat paths are baffled and redirected by low permeability
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zones. Even though in the models with fluid heterogeneity the baffling effect cannot be seen
directly, regions with high water saturations can act very similar to low permeability zones. In
high water saturation zones heat is absorbed and fluid phases have preferential mobility in the
sense that because of high water saturation water moves more freely than oil and gas. This
process is very similar to what happens in shaley zones where heat is absorbed and water has
higher mobility than hydrocarbon. Therefore, using the concept of relative permeability one can
translate the model with water heterogeneity to a model which is heterogeneous in term of
effective permeability. For a model, that has different rock types and each rock type has a set of
relative permeability curves assigned to it, one can start from the first cell in the model. Based on
the rock type for that cell the corresponding relative permeability curve will be picked. The
relative permeability of that cell will be defined based on cell water saturation. Then the absolute
permeability of the cell is multiplied by that relative permeability and the effective permeability
of that cell will be calculated. This procedure is repeated for all cells in the model and the
resulting model will be an equivalent model, which is a translated model from fluid
heterogeneity to permeability heterogeneity (Figure 6-12). Application of the (kH)A method to the
translated model with heterogeneity in effective permeability will screen realizations based on
their performance.
The models with pure fluid heterogeneity are hypothetical cases and do not exist in reality. The
models discussed earlier just demonstrate the applicability of the (kH)A-based method to capture
variations in models with fluid heterogeneity. In reality, if there are major variations in water
saturation, it is quite likely that there are also differences in the rock types. Changes in the rock
types will translate into variation in permeability which has a more pronounced effect on SAGD
than water saturation distribution.
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Figure 6-12. A workflow to translate a model with fluid heterogeneity to a model with
permeability heterogeneity
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6.5

Correlation Based on Multiple Performance Characteristics

So far, the correlation between static reservoir properties and cumulative oil production has been
investigated. However, oil production is not the only factor which is crucial in feasibility of
thermal processes. The cost to produce a specific amount oil is another important parameter that
must be taken into account. This is mostly determined by the amount of steam injected to
produce the unit volume of oil and is denoted by the SOR. SAGD requires continuous steam
injection for bitumen recovery. Depending on the cost required for steam generation the feasible
SOR values for SAGD will vary. As mentioned earlier, several methods have been proposed that
correlate oil production to some static measures. In particular, application of connectivity-based
techniques to rank SAGD realizations has shortcomings associated with them.
The static methods of screening SAGD realizations generally need prior information about the
position of the steam chamber. As a result, calibration of the techniques based on the position of
the steam chamber might result in a fair correlation at a specific time, but it does not guarantee a
good correlation at later time and will need to be calibrated again. This drawback makes the
static methods of ranking less applicable.
While ranking procedures could be calibrated to correlate well with one performance indicator,
they lose correspondence with other performance parameters of the reservoir (Ballin et al, 1992).
In particular, the economic factors of the reservoir are not normally addressed in the proposed
ranking techniques.
Various economic performance parameters can be used to test the applicability of the ranking
methods.
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SOR takes into account both the energy consumption and oil production at the same time. Low
heat injection and high oil production rates yield small SOR values, which is favorable, whereas
high SOR values are indicative of high energy requirement and low recovery. Since oil
production and heat injection affect SOR in the opposite directions, it is not appropriate to use
this parameter for screening purposes. Heat injection and oil production rates can change in a
way that the resulting SOR remains the same for two different cases. This means that although
SOR might be an indicator of economic performance of thermal processes, it does not have
enough resolution to be used to correlate to a static measure among different realizations.
Therefore, to find out how the proposed method of ranking SAGD realizations is correlated to
the economics of SAGD, cumulative steam injection rate will be used.
The coefficient of determination, R2, between (kH)A values and cumulative heat injection was
calculated for the model with shale slab at different times (Figure 6-13). Not only there is a high
correlation between (kH)A values and cumulative heat injection, but also the R2 remains stable
when it is calculated at different times.
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Figure 6-13. Correlation between (kH)A and cumulative heat injection for shale slab models
at different time intervals
The same argument is valid for SAGD models with random heterogeneity and there is a high
correlation between (kH)A values and heat injection rate (Figure 6-14).

(a)
(b)
Figure 6-14. Correlation between (kH)A and cumulative heat injection for SAGD models
with random shale distribution at different time intervals
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So far, we have used several synthetic models to demonstrate the success and robustness of the
(kH)A method. Based on these models, we proved that the applicability of the (kH)A method to
rank SAGD realizations can be expanded from oil production to SAGD economic indicators
such as cumulative steam injection. In addition, we showed that the obtained correlations remain
rather stable during the first three years in the SAGD performance time. Moreover, the (kH)A
method tested to discern realizations of two hypothetical cases with water as heterogeneity.
Although the (kH)A method could successfully differentiate between the realizations with water
heterogeneity, later it was shown that the water heterogeneity can be translated into
heterogeneities in permeability using the relative permeability concept. However, application of
the (kH)A method to the relative permeability of phases instead of just absolute permeability
would not improve the correlation because using the (kH)A method we can determine how easily
fluids can flow in a specific direction and it cannot capture the complexities of multi-phase flow
in that direction. Moreover, relative permeabilities are functions of phase saturations and change
with time. In the next chapter, we will examine how effectively the (kH)A method can screen
realizations of realistic fields based on SAGD performance indicators.
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7

7.1

Chapter 7. Case Studies

Application of the (kH)A Method to Real SAGD Models

The outcome of comparing various methods of ranking SAGD realizations was the (kH)A method.
This method showed a strong correlation with the results of thermal simulation for both the
single shale slab models and several binary geostatistical realizations.

In order to further test the (kH)A method it must be tested against actual geostatistical models
prepared for SAGD simulations.

7.2

ABC Field SAGD Model

The ABC model, based on a northern Alberta heavy oil deposit, contains 100 realizations with a single
SAGD well pair (Figure 7-1). These realizations were produced as a part of a field study, along

with the simulation results (fluids injected and produced) for each realization. The name and
location of the field were not provided.
The ABC model is very heterogeneous in terms of vertical permeability with 10% of the cells having zero
permeability and 80% of the cells showing vertical permeability of more than 2000 md. The horizontal

and vertical permeabilities in these realizations ranged from 577 to 3542 md and from 0 to 2125
md, respectively. Zero permeability cells in simulation will cause numerical stability issues.
From a geological point of view, most of heavy oil reserves form in shallow depths and they
consist of unconsolidated rocks, and thus it is not reasonable to have zero permeability in the
model.
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Figure 7-1. ABC model configuration and geometry
However, in the ABC model zero permeability values are given explicitly and since the (k H)A
method relies on average harmonic permeability, zero permeability values cannot be handled. To
apply the (kH)A method, zero permeability values were reset to 10-3 md. Then, the horizontal and
vertical permeabilities of all 144000 cells were geometrically averaged for every single cell
(Figure 7-2).
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Figure 7-2. Combining of KH and KV Maps Using Geometric Average
The thermal simulation results for all 100 realizations were obtained using the STARS™ module
of the CMG package for a 10 year period and provided to this study. Each run took about a week
to complete. At 10 years, about 90% of the realizations produced 90% or more of the maximum
production observed (Figure 7-3).
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Figure 7-3. Cumulative oil production of ABC field dataset over 10 years. Extreme
performing realizations are labeled
Application of the (kH)A method to a few of the selected extreme performing realization shows
that there is a good correspondence between cumulative oil production and position of the (k H)A
curves, especially for R < 30 (Figure 7-4).
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Figure 7-4. Screening extreme performing realizations of ABC field dataset with
cumulative oil production (left) and corresponding (kH)A curves (right).
This indicates that the (kH)A method is able to identify the extreme performing realizations.
Furthermore, there is a good correlation obtained between the (kH)A values, averaged for R ≥ 5,
and cumulative oil production after 2 years (Figure 7-5).

Figure 7-5. ABC field dataset, one-on-one and group based correlation between the (kH)A
and 2-year cumulative oil production (left) , correlation between ranks (right) show
reasonably good correspondence.
However, this correlation, decreases as longer-term cumulative oil production is considered
(Figure 7-6). This suggests that the long-term production data are not governed purely by gravity
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drainage and the process is influenced by factors other than permeability heterogeneity.
Deviation from gravity drainage, which can be caused by steam push, and effect of the boundary
can contribute to rapid decline in correlation. This could be the reason that the (kH)A method
better represents the early-time performance of the model.

(a)
(b)
Figure 7-6. (a) R and (b) probability rank between (kH)A and cumulative oil production
over 10 years of SAGD simulation run for ABC field realizations.
2

Using the probability measure to assess performance (Figure 7-5), ranks within ±10 of the actual
ranks were reliably identified with the (kH)A method for 2 years’ cumulative production. While
the method is not perfect, it could serve well to discriminate realizations on a 3-level (good-fairpoor) or 5-level (very good – good – fair – poor – very poor) hierarchy.

For a 5-level

categorization, after 2 years of production P(20) = 0.77, which decreases to P(20) = 0.55 after
10 years.
The (kH)A results and the energy consumption of the SAGD process were also analyzed. To
quantify this, the R2’s between (kH)A values and cumulative heat injection over the 10-year
production period were calculated (Figure 7-7). Surprisingly, the correlation is stronger between
(kH)A and cumulative heat injection than (kH)A and cumulative oil production. Similar to
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cumulative oil production, the R2 between (kH)A and cumulative heat injection is greater than
0.70 for the first three year and declines over 10 years of production.

(b)
(b)
Figure 7-7. (a) R2 and (b) probability rank between (kH)A and cumulative heat injection
over 10 years of SAGD simulation run for ABC field realizations.

7.3

Alberta Oil Sands SAGD Model

The AOS model, based on the Clearwater Field in Alberta, consists of 50 geostatistical
realizations. The AOS model is much larger than the ABC model, containing 800 cells in the xdirection, 35 cells in the y- direction, and 80 cells in the z- direction. The 2,240,000 cells in each
realization had horizontal permeabilities between 0.08 md and 6000 md and porosities ranging
from 1% to 40%. The vertical permeability covers a wide range: 40% of the data are below 400
md whereas almost 50% are above 3000 md. The difference between maximum and minimum
vertical permeability is slightly above 5200 md. In this large model, six horizontal well-pairs
were placed with a vertical separation distance of five grid cells. The wells penetrate horizontally
through the model in the y- direction starting from the third xz slice and go all the way to the
32nd xz slice, except well number four which goes to the 33rd xz slice. The well locations in terms
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of the z- coordinate are not constant along their trajectories due to varying vertical elevations of
the slices. The length of model in the y- direction is 700 m. In the x- and z- directions, the cells
dimensions are one meter (Figure 7-8).

Figure 7-8. AOS reservoir model dimensions and well locations
No SAGD results were available for this case, so simulations had to be run. The extent of the
AOS model and computational burden of thermal simulation made ECLIPSE ThermalTM with
16-way parallel option (ECLIPSE 2012) the best choice in term of the run time to obtain thermal
simulation results for the AOS dataset.

The cumulative oil production of all 50 realizations for a 10-year period covers a 392,015 m3
range. Realization 22 has highest production whereas realization 49 yields the minimum
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production (Figure 7-9). After 5 years, the cumulative oil production curves tend to plateau.

Figure 7-9. Cumulative oil production of AOS dataset over 10 years. Extreme performing
realizations are labeled
However, the order of the cumulative oil productions curves changes considerably over a 10-year
period. For example, up to 7 years of forecast, realization 2 exhibits the lowest production after
which the cumulative oil production for realization 49 falls below that of realization 2. For high
performing realizations, up to July 2012, realization 19 has the highest production. For the next
two years up to September 2014, realization 33 takes over and up to the end of the simulation,
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realization 22 dominates (Figure 7-10).

Figure 7-10. Cumulative oil production for selected realizations from AOS dataset over 10
years
The corresponding cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of vertical permeabilities of extreme
performing realizations provide little information about performance of the models. From the
CDF plots, realizations 25 and 49 have lower vertical permeability values which is consistent
with the cumulative oil production, but the permeability distribution of realization 2 does not
conform to its oil production. In general, the vertical permeability CDF’s cannot completely
discriminate between even those extreme cases (Figure 7-11).
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Figure 7-11. Cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of vertical permeability
corresponding to selected realizations shown in Figure 7-10
In SAGD pads with multiple well pairs, steam chambers grow, overlap and coalesce as time
passes. Heterogeneities might divert steam injected from one pair towards the chamber of
another pair. This makes the process complicated and it becomes difficult for any static ranking
measure to account for these tortuous flow paths. The thermal simulation results show that the
vertical growth of the steam chamber in the AOS model is not more than 40 meters above the
producer and after this time, steam chambers start to grow laterally and coalesce (Figure 7-12).
This is because of the thick shale layer at the top of the model (Figure 7-8).
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Figure 7-12. Extent of steam chamber growth above the producer well shown for one
vertical slice
In order to be able to apply the (kH)A method to a series of well pairs, one can analyze individual
pairs using the same procedure, and then the resulting (kH)A values for different search radii and
wells can be arithmetically averaged provided that there are no differences in operational
parameters. The (kH)A program was applied to all 50 realizations to produce the corresponding
(kH)A curves for each realization (Figure 7-13).
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Figure 7-13. (kH)A curves and their relative positions for 50 realizations from AOS model

Although the (kH)A curves are showing distinction between the AOS realizations, it is hard to
make a judgment about the effectiveness of the (kH)A method to rank realization. However, by
looking at the corresponding curves for a few realizations, it is possible to see how the (kH)A
method has been able to group realizations into top, medium and poor performing categories
based in their cumulative oil production (Figure 7-14).
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Figure 7-14. The (kH)A curves and their relative positions show that the method is clearly
able to group realizations into three distinct categories
For every search radius, correlation coefficients,R2, were calculated between the corresponding
(kH)A values and cumulative oil production over a 10-year time period (Figure 7-15a). At the first
1.5 year, the (kH)A curve for short search radius (R=20) shows the highest R2. For the next 3
years, the (kH)A curve with R=30 exhibits highest correlation. For all subsequent years, the (kH)A
curve for R=40 has the highest R2.
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Figure 7-15. R2 between (kH)A values at different search radii and cumulative oil
production over a 10-year period for the AOS model. Short radii show correlation with
short-term production and long radii are better correlated with long-term performances.

This suggests that as the search radii increase, the change in (kH)A values are consistent with
steam chamber growth over time. In other words, with some basic information about simulation
results and approximate position of the steam chamber, one can pick an appropriate search radius
to rank realizations at the desired time. Since in the AOS model the steam chamber does not go
beyond R = 40 in the vertical direction where there is a shale layer, the R2 values show a
decrease for R > 40. Also, three-level grouping of the (kH)A values matches well with cumulative
oil production (Figure 7-16).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7-16. AOS field dataset correlation between the (kH)A and 5-year cumulative oil
production (a) three level grouping (b) five level grouping
Because of the extent of the model, non-uniform steam distribution in the reservoir, and overlap
of steam chambers, a weak correlation was found between cumulative steam injection and (kH)A
values. The strongest correlation found was for the first two years of production and the R2 was
close to 0.17. By the start of year 2013, the steam chambers start to coalesce and the heat
injected from one well pair might travel to the other pair’s chamber (Figure 7-17). Because of the
unpredictable movement of steam in the reservoir the R2 between (kH)A and cumulative steam
injection drops to zero. As a result the (kH)A method is not able to rank realizations based on
cumulative steam.
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Figure 7-17. Isotherms of 200 oC at 10/01/2012 showing start of steam chambers
coalescence
7.4

(kH)A – Based Multi-Level Grouping of Realizations

In the three-group plot, both (kH)A and cumulative oil production group realizations into three
bins: poor, medium, and high performance. It is of interest to see if a realization falls in poor
performing (kH)A group, what would be the probability of that realization fall in the poor
performing cumulative oil group. Furthermore, one can consider if a realization falls in medium
performing (kH)A group, what would be the probability of that realization fall in the poor
performing cumulative oil group or high performing cumulative oil group. This analysis is
summarized in Table 7-1. The result of dual probability ranking analysis shows that there are 6
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realizations out of the total of 50 that fall in poor performing (kH)A bin. Four out of six of those
realizations fall in the poor performing cumulative oil production bin, which is the correct
category, and the rest of two realizations will be categorized as medium performing realizations.
The same analysis can be done based on cumulative oil production, but in this case the number
of realizations in the bin will change whereas the total number of realizations within one dual bin
will be the same. The ideal case would be to have all off-diagonal elements zero, which means
the realizations in the (kH)A bin correspond to the same cumulative oil production bin. Although
this ideal scenario is not achieved, the diagonal numbers show that 36 out of 50 realizations are
in the correct (kH)A and cumulative oil production bins. Most of the deviation can be seen in the
high (kH)A bin where less than one third of the realizations are ranked as high performing while
they actually belong to medium performing category.
Table 7-1. Three-level grouping of realizations and corresponding number of realizations
per group
Cumulative oil bin

(kH)A bin

Poor

Medium

High

Total

Poor

4

2

0

6

Medium

0

12

3

15

High

0

9

20

29

Total

4

23

23

50

The same analysis can be done based on 5 performance groups: poor, poor-medium, medium,
medium-high, and high performance. Again by looking at the diagonal elements of the matrix,
there are 32 out of 50 realizations are correctly categorized based on (kH)A and cumulative oil
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production. The deviations are mostly related to one group higher or lower which are indicative
of the statistical nature of the (kH)A method.

Table 7-2. Five-level grouping of realizations and corresponding number of realizations per
group

(kH)A bin

Cumulative oil bin
Poor

PoorMedium

Medium

MediumHigh

High

Total

Poor

2

0

0

0

0

2

PoorMedium

0

2

2

0

0

4

Medium

0

0

6

2

1

9

MediumHigh

0

0

3

12

2

17

High

0

0

0

8

10

18

Total

2

2

11

22

13

50

Two plots of (kH)A ranks versus simulation ranks sampled at 1 year and 5 years are also provided
(Figure 7-18). Although R2 corresponding to R = 40 (R2 = 0.76) is larger than R = 20 (R2 =
0.59), the realizations are better ranked for the latter case (Figure 7-18). In particular, the ranks
for the extreme cases are better matched for the middle performing realizations off the one-year
results (Figure 7-18 a) than for the 5-year results (Figure 7-18 b), in which more scatter is
observed. This reflects the utility of the (kH)A method, especially in identifying the extreme
performing realizations.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7-18. Ranks between (kH)A and thermal simulation results for AOS field dataset, a)
after 365 days of production b) after 1826 days of production
7.5

Influence of Other Petrophysical Properties on Ranking of Realizations

To investigate if other reservoir parameters can change the relative positions of the (kH)A curves,
the influence of porosity and water saturation were considered. As discussed in Chapter 5,
porosity and water saturation fields can be averaged using (kH)A-based averaging method.
Therefore, the generalized (kH)A program with the power law exponent of "+1" was used to
calculate the average porosity and water saturations in the same way that (kH)A were calculated.

To verify the effects of porosity and water saturations, four extreme performing realizations were
considered. Realization 19 is a high performing realization, realization 47 lies in the medium
range, realization 2 is among poor performing cases, and realization 14 is a medium-high
realization whose (kH)A values correspond to poor performing realization up to R = 30 after
which it matches up best with realizations with medium performance (Figure 7-19).
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Figure 7-19. Position of (kH)A curves of realization 14 compared to high, middle, and low
cases

Both porosity and water saturations can be linked to the hydrocarbon volume. Thus, these two
parameters were arithmetically averaged over the same search radii with power law exponent of
"+1" and combined using the multiplication of porosity and hydrocarbon saturation, i.e. .(1-Sw).
This parameter shows how the amount of bitumen per volume changes over R (Figure 7-20).
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Figure 7-20. Variation in hydrocarbon volume per unit volume, .(1-Sw) as R increases
The resulting plot shows a bigger distinction between realization 14 and other realizations for R
≥ 20 but it shows a small amount of bitumen for R < 20 cells. However, the resulting plot and
curve positions are not very different from the original (kH)A plot. Therefore, the effect of
permeability in ranking realizations is stronger than  and Sw.
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work

In this work, a systematic approach for comparing the applicability of various methods of
ranking SAGD realizations was presented. Considering the limitations of the existing
methods, a new method was developed to capture the impairment of SAGD performance due
to heterogeneity variations among realizations. The method, named (kH)A, was tested against
several synthetic and realistic models. The (kH)A method runs very fast and it is highly
correlated to SAGD performance over time. Although the correlation weakens over time, the
(kH)A method is still useful to categorize realizations based on different performance groups.
The conclusions that can be drawn from this research are as follows:

8.1

Merits of the (kH)A Method

1. The advantage of using (kH)A is that it automatically accounts for the location, size, and
permeability distribution in the models as the farthest and smaller barriers get less weight and
affect the average permeability calculations at longer radii.

2. This method is more general than the geobody analysis. In the geobody analysis, cutoffs for
net and non-net cells have to be defined and in this way, the system becomes a binary
system. On the other hand, the (kH)A analysis can be done on any heterogeneous systems
regardless of the geology and depositional process whether it is inclined heterolithic strata
(IHS), layered, deltaic, or point bar deposits. Once the simulation grid is constructed, the
(kH)A method discerns realizations regardless of the underlying process that generated
heterogeneities. It also allows identification of the most and least permeable paths to a
specific location.
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3. The robustness of the (kH)A method was established using various datasets. While being
reliable, the logic of the method is not complicated. Owing to its simplicity, the (kH)A
program runs much faster than many other connectivity-based ranking methods.

Pre-

processing the dataset to define geo-bodies, like the programs provided by Deutsch (1996) or
finding the least resistive paths as proposed by Hird and Dubrule (1998), are more timedemanding than the (kH)A analysis.

4. Increasing search radii in the (kH)A method is consistent with steam chamber growth in the
real SAGD process. Thus, the physics of the process is honored to some degree. From the
experimental and field experience, it is believed that the steam chamber growth is strongly
controlled by vertical permeability. This fact was confirmed by the analysis done using the
(kH)A method. The effects of porosity and saturations were shown to be less important
compared to permeability.

5. The (kH)A method was developed and successfully applied to screen realizations based on the
permeability distributions within each realization. In the majority of situations such as AOS
and ABC realizations, permeability heterogeneity was the dominant factor in SAGD
performance. However, there are cases in which distributions of fluids within a SAGD
reservoir control SAGD performance. The (kH)A technique was modified and generalized to
take other forms of heterogeneities into account. Instead of permeability along each line
originating from the producer, the combined heat capacities of the rock, bitumen, and fluids
were calculated and averaged. This process was tested for models with different water
saturation distributions and it showed a high correlation with cumulative oil production.
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6. Although the (kH)A method was originally developed to differentiate realizations based on
their cumulative performance, it turned out to be highly correlated with cumulative heat
injection which is an important economic factor in SAGD operation. This high correlation
degrades rapidly when the analysis is done on multiple well pairs cases due to steam chamber
overlap, which make the steam flow paths complex in the reservoir.

7. The (kH)A method can find application in reservoir developments and risk analysis. In
reservoir management and development planning, many disciplines such as geology,
geophysics, and engineering are involved. All decisions about the development for the future
of the field will depend on how fast one discipline passes a part of project to another
discipline to complete the workflow. Once the reservoir architecture is constructed by the
geologists and the petrophysical properties distributed within the model using geostatistical
techniques, the (kH)A method can be used to quickly and effectively categorize realizations
based on their performance indicator. As a result, instead of running comprehensive thermal
simulations on numerous SAGD models, one can choose a representative from each category
for detailed flow simulation studies while the entire range of possible response parameters
can be captured. This makes it possible to perform the integrated reservoir study workflow
and risk analysis in shorter time and more efficiently.

8.2

Limitations of the (kH)A Method

1. By sweeping the XZ slice for a specified radius, cells which are located close to the reference
point will receive more weight, since they are intersected many times through a 180o sweep.
On the other hand, the cells which are located farther away from the reference point might
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not be intersected and seen at all, regardless of how much the sweep angle is refined.
Nevertheless, such far away cells might be important in baffling oil and steam flow,
especially in the later stages of the SAGD process. This shortcoming can be improved by
performing the averaging for more reference points between the injector and producer, and
consequently more reliable (kH)A curves.

2. The (kH)A method is based on assigning an average value to the whole realization. This
implies taking multiple averages of the reservoir properties at different directions, along
several xz slices, and along the (kH)A curves. During the averaging process some details such
as variability of the properties could be lost, which might be important in ranking the
realizations. For example in dataset 1 of the random shale-sand models, based on the thermal
simulation results, realization 6 is a medium performing case whereas realization 7 is a poor
performing case. However, the (kH)A analysis has identified both scenarios as poor
performing cases. This wrongly categorized situation could be remedied through analyzing
the variability of the (kH)A values among the vertical slices where the standard deviation of
the (kH)A values in realization 6 is greater than that of realization 7. Averaging (kH)A values
along the slices has smeared out this variability leading to categorizing both realizations in
the same group.
3. Because the (kH)A method uses directions along which harmonic averages are calculated
originating from a single location (the producer well in this study), this method becomes
sensitive to near-well characteristics. Therefore, different ways of selecting the minimum and
maximum search radii and the origin influence subsequent ranking results. For example in
the slab models, if H00 and H03 are compared up to the R = 12, the resulting ranks would be
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perfect, whereas comparison at R = 16 suggests that H00 performs better than H03, while the
reverse is true.
4. The (kH)A method is specific to SAGD process and as long as the gravity drainage process
prevails, the method works fine. However, when deviation from gravity drainage comes into
play the method should be applied with care and it might not show correspondence with the
reservoir performance indicators.

8.3

Future Work

1. The (kH)A method assigns a value to each realization which corresponds to the production
performance of the model. A large (kH)A value indicates fluids can flow more easily to the
specified location, i.e. well location. Consequently, for a particular realization a sensitivity
analysis can be done to find the locations that produce higher (kH)A values. Those locations
can be considered as the best locations for positioning of either injection or production wells.
2. The (kH)A method can be generalized to other oil recovery mechanism by considering the
approximate flow paths in a homogeneous model. Once the streamlines in the models were
identified, the same concept as in the (kH)A method can be used to calculate harmonic
permeability along each streamlines. Application of the appropriate averaging method to all
harmonic permeabilities calculated along each streamlines could be used as a measure of
ranking realizations.

3. More realistic cases are required to verify the effectiveness of the (kH)A method in ranking
cases with fluid heterogeneity. These cases can be quite diverse such as simple variation of
saturation distribution in the model, perched water or gas, and aquifer connection to the
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model. These fluid distribution scenarios can extend beyond the boundaries of the model. As
a result, the SAGD performance corresponding to each one of these cases could be very
complex and the (kH)A method might not be able to capture and discern the scenarios.

4. The (kH)A method should be tuned and modified such that it is less sensitive to the near well
heterogeneities and make it more reliable for screening the realizations based on their longterm performance. To achieve this, injector-based (kH)A values could help to some extent.
However, a more extensive analysis is required to validate the results.
5. In this research two methods of evaluating and comparing ranking effectiveness were used:
coefficient of determination (R2) and probability-based raking measure. The probabilitybased method was particularly devised to eliminate the effect of high correlation predicted by
R2 when the data points are evenly scattered around the one-to-one correlation line.
However there are other methods of evaluating ranking measures listed in the literature such
as spearman and Kendall tau rank correlation coefficients (Kendall et al., 1973 and Myers et
al., 2003), which can be applied to compare rankings in various cases.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Simulation Inputs for SAGD 1 and SAGD 2 Models
A.1 PVT data
Parameter
Molecular Mass
Liquid Mass Density
Liquid Compressibility
Thermal Expansion Coefficient
Critical Pressure
Critical Temp
1st Coefficient of Gas Heat Capacity
2nd Coefficient of Gas Heat Capacity
3rd Coefficient of Gas Heat Capacity
4th Coefficient of Gas Heat Capacity
Enthalpy of Vaporization
1st Crookston K-Value Coefficient
2nd Crookston K-Value Coefficient
3rd Crookston K-Value Coefficient
4th Crookston K-Value Coefficient
5th Crookston K-Value Coefficient

Unit
[kg/Kgmol]
[kg/m3]
[1/kPa]
[1/C]
[kPa]
[C]
[J/gmol-C]
[J/gmol-C]
[J/gmol-C2]
[J/gmol-C3]
[J/gmol-C]
[kPa]
[1/kPa]
[]
[C]
[C]

BITUMEN
570
999.30
7.00E-7
7.00E-4
1000
703.90
-20
1.90
-1.00E-3
3.00E-7
1500
0
0
0
0
0

A.1 Viscosity Table
Temperature
10.0
30.0
50.0
70.0
90.0
110.0
130.0
150.0
170.0
190.0
210.0
230.0
250.0
270.0

Bitumen Viscosity
1587284.565
71948.737
7318.085
1309.634
350.913
126.155
56.388
29.690
17.713
11.638
8.2462
6.201
4.890
4.006
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CH4 Viscosity
98.059
55.644
34.707
23.285
16.538
12.290
9.471
7.519
6.116
5.077
4.287
3.673
3.186
2.794

CH4
16
320.40
1.00E-6
8.00E-4
4600
-82.60
19.251
5.213E-2
1.12E-5
-1.13E-8
1556
5.45E5
0
0
-879.84
-265.99

A.3 Relative Permeability Data
Sw
0.1500
0.2000
0.2500
0.3000
0.3500
0.4000
0.4500
0.5000
0.5500
0.6000
0.6500
0.7000
0.7500
0.8000
0.8500
0.9000
0.9500

krw
0.0000
0.0002
0.0016
0.0055
0.0130
0.0254
0.0440
0.0698
0.1040
0.1480
0.2040
0.2710
0.3520
0.4470
0.5590
0.6870
0.8340

krow
0.9920
0.9790
0.9500
0.7200
0.6000
0.4700
0.3500
0.2400
0.1650
0.1100
0.0700
0.0400
0.0150
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

SL
0.1500
0.2000
0.2500
0.3000
0.3500
0.4000
0.4500
0.5000
0.5500
0.6000
0.6500
0.7000
0.7500
0.8000
0.8500
0.9000
0.9500
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krg
1.0000
0.9500
0.8400
0.7200
0.6000
0.4700
0.3500
0.2400
0.1650
0.0930
0.0750
0.0450
0.0270
0.0200
0.0100
0.0050
0.0000

krog
0.0000
0.0002
0.0016
0.0055
0.0130
0.0254
0.0440
0.0698
0.1040
0.1480
0.2040
0.2710
0.3520
0.4470
0.5590
0.6870
0.8340

Appendix B. (kH)A program Details and Input
B.1 Sample Parameter File for the (kH)A Program
Parameters for KHA
***********************
START OF PARAMETERS:
...\PermGrid.dat
1 1
OutputFile.txt
1
100 0.5 1.0
16 0.5 1.0
20 0.0 1.0
2
2
Producer 5
51
3
2
51
4
2
51
5
2
51
6
2
51
7
2
51
8
2
51
9
2
51
10
2
Injector 5
51
3
7
51
4
7
51
5
7
51
6
7
51
7
7
51
8
7
51
9
7
51
10
7
3
2
5
0 180 5.0
-1

-file with gridded data
-No. of columns, Variable Column
-file with Lag/Angles output
- realization number
- nx,xmn,xsiz
- ny,ymn,ysiz
- nz,zmn,zsiz
- slice orientation: 1=XY, 2=XZ, 3=YZ
- Number of wells
- Well name and number of connections
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Well name and number of connections
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Reference cells, (x,z)
- Reference cells, (x,z)
10 - Number of Search Radii, R1,R2,...,Rn
- Search Angle: From,To,increment
-Averaging Method (-1):Harmonic (+1):Arithmetic
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B.2 The (kH)A Program Source FORTRAN Code
program Kha
c some parts of this code is adapted from GSLib package
parameter (MAXH =1000, MAXV=1000,BIGNUM =99999., EPSLON=1.0e-20,
+
MAXCAT = 24, VERSION=2.000)
character*32 ::summaryfl,wellname(20)
integer :: l,m,n,nx,ny,nz, iview,well
integer :: islice,igrid,slcount,ivrc,ri,rk,nwell
integer :: nslice(20),refi(100,20),refj(100,20),refk(100,20)
real ,parameter :: pi=3.14159265358979
double precision kef,khav,Dircrit,dmax
real Ang,T,krecip, cumdist,len, xsiz,ysiz,zsiz, xnm,ymn,zmn
real perm(1000),x(1000),z(1000),d(1000),var(20),SR(20)
real prm(1000,100,100),dist(1000),kH(1000),kk(200,8000)
real kavg(200)
LOGICAL(4) result
character datafl*40,outfl*40,title*40,xlabel*40,ylabel*40,
+
str*80,iline(MAXH)*2
logical testfl
c
c

Hardwire many of the plot parameters:

write(*,*) 'Which parameter file do you want to use?'
read (*,'(a20)') str(1:20)
if(str(1:1).eq.' ') str(1:20) = 'kha.par
'
inquire(file=str(1:20),exist=testfl)
if(.not.testfl) then
write(*,*) 'ERROR - the parameter file does not exist,'
write(*,*) '
check for the file and try again '
write(*,*)
if(str(1:20).eq.'kha.par
') then
write(*,*) '
creating a blank parameter file'
call makepar
write(*,*)
end if
stop
endif
open(lin,file=str(1:20),status='OLD')
c
nvari=5
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c
c Find Start of Parameters:
c
1 read(lin,'(a4)',end=97) str(1:4)
if(str(1:4).ne.'STAR') go to 1
c
c Read Input Parameters:
c
read(lin,'(a40)',err=97) datafl
call chknam(datafl,40)
write(*,*) ' data file = ',datafl
read(lin,*,err=97) ivrc,nvari
write(*,*) ' column number No.of cols= ',ivrc,nvari
read(lin,'(a40)',err=97) outfl
call chknam(outfl,40)
write(*,*) ' output file = ',outfl
read(lin,*,err=97) igrid
write(*,*) ' realization number = ',igrid
read(lin,*,err=97) nx,xmn,xsiz
write(*,*) ' nx, xmn, xsiz = ',nx,xmn,xsiz
read(lin,*,err=97) ny,ymn,ysiz
write(*,*) ' ny, ymn, ysiz = ',ny,ymn,ysiz
read(lin,*,err=97) nz,zmn,zsiz
write(*,*) ' nz, zmn, zsiz = ',nz,zmn,zsiz
read(lin,*,err=97) iview
write(*,*) ' slice type = ',iview
read(lin,*,err=97) nwell
write(*,*) ' NO. of Well locations = ',nwell

do well=1,nwell,1
read(lin,*,err=97) wellname(well),nslice(well)
write(*,*) 'Well Name - No. of slices ='
+,wellname(well),nslice(well)
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do i=1,nslice(well),1
read(lin,*,err=97) refi(i,well),refj(i,well),refk(i,well)
write(*,*) ' Ref. cells = ',refi(i,well),refj(i,well),refk(i,well)
end do
end do

read(lin,*,err=97) nR,(SR(i),i=1,nR,1)
write(*,*) ' Search Radii = ',(SR(i),i=1,nR,1)
read(lin,*,err=97) Angi,Angf,inc
write(*,*) ' Search Angle From,To, Incremant = ',Angi,Angf,inc
read(lin,*,err=97) w
write(*,*) ' Averaging Method -1:Harmonic - +1:Arithmetic',w
close(lin)
summaryfl= 'summary_'// outfl
open(7,file=summaryfl,access='append', status='unknown')
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write(7,110) 'Radius',('slice',i,i=1,nslice(1))
format(a8,50(a8,I2,1x))
do well=1,nwell,1

!loop for wells

write(*,*) 'Analysis for WELL#',well

write(7,115) 'Analysis for Well #',well,'->',wellname(well)
write(2,115) 'Analysis for Well #',well,'->',wellname(well)
115 format(10x,a20,I0,a3,2x,a20)
c
write(7,2) 'Radius','Arith. Avg Perm. slices',refj(1,well),
c +'to',refj(nslice(well),well),'KHA'
2
format(a6,3x,a30,3x,i2,3x,a3,3x,i2,22x,a5)
nq=(Angf-Angi)/inc+1
c

title='WELL'//char(well)//outfl
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c

outfl=title
write(outfl,*) outfl
open (unit=2, file=outfl,access='append',status='unknown')
open (1, file=datafl,status='old')

do ig=1,igrid-1
do iz=1,nz
do iy=1,ny
do ix=1,nx
read(1,*)
end do
end do
end do
end do
c Get the correct slice:
do iz=1,nz
do iy=1,ny
do ix=1,nx
read(1,*,err=99) (var(i),i=1,nvari)
value = var(ivrc)
prm(ix,iy,iz) = value
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

if(iview.eq.1) then
if(iz.eq.islice) prm(ix,iy,iz) = value
else if(iview.eq.2) then
if(iy.eq.islice) prm(ix,iy,iz) = value
else if(iview.eq.3) then
if(ix.eq.islice) prm(ix,iy,iz) = value
end if
end do
end do
end do
close(1)

c

slice complete

do gg=1,nR,1
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R=SR(gg)
write(2,*) 'Search Radius, R=',R
write(2,4) 'Angle','slices',refj(1,well),'to',
+refj(nslice(well),well)
4
format(a8,5x,a20,i2,a3,i2)
write(*,*) '... Analyzing Slices Within Radius of', R
c

search direction
do

c
c

c
c

Ang=Angi,Angf,inc
q=Ang*pi/180
write(2,*) 'Angle=',anint(Ang)
write(2,4)
do slcount=1,nslice(well)
islice=refj(slcount,well)
ri=refi(slcount,well)
rk=refk(slcount,well)
sli=refj(1,well)
sle=refj(nslice(well),well)
Dircrit=real(nz-rk)/Real(nx-ri)
write(7,*)
dircrit,atan(dircrit)
if (R.eq.0) then
kavg(islice)=prm(ri,islice,rk)
go to 18
end if

c

c
c

l=0
zz=0
xx=0
dmax=0
do k=rk,nz+1
do j=1,1
do i=1,nx+1
loc=(k-1)*5*1+(j-1)*5+i
if (Ang.eq.0 ) then
zz=0
if (i.ge.ri) zz=rk
go to 5
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else if (Ang .eq. 180) then
zz=0
if (i .le. ri) zz=rk
go to 5
else if (Ang.eq.90) then
xx=ri
go to 5
else
zz=rk+tan(q)*(i-ri)
xx=ri+(k-rk)/tan(q)
end if
c
5

write(2,*) zz,xx
if (zz.ge.k .and. zz.le.k+1) then
l=l+1
z(l)=zz
x(l)=i
d(l)=((x(l)-ri)**2+(z(l)-rk)**2)**0.5
write(2,*) l, x(l), z(l), d(l)
if (i.eq.nx.or.i.eq.1.or.k.eq.nz) dmax=d(l)

c

end if
if (xx.ge.i .and. xx.le.i+1) then
l=l+1
z(l)=k
x(l)=xx
d(l)=((x(l)-ri)**2+(z(l)-rk)**2)**0.5
write(*,*) l, x(l), z(l),d(l)
if (i.eq.nx.or.i.eq.1.or.k.eq.nz) dmax=d(l)

8

c

end if

end do
c

end do
end do
call sortem(1,l,d,2,x,z,d,e,f,g,h)
cumdist=0
krecip=0
len=0
n=0
do while (n.lt.l-1)
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n=n+1
dist(n)=d(n+1)-d(n)
xx=int((x(n+1)+x(n))/2)
zz=int((z(n+1)+z(n))/2)
perm(n)=prm(xx,islice,zz)
if(R.ge.dmax) R=dmax

c

if (dist(n).eq.0.or. perm(n).eq.0.or.d(n+1).gt.R) go to 15
write(2,*) d(n), x(n), z(n),dist(n), perm(n)
cumdist=cumdist+dist(n)

c
c
c
15

c

c
c
18

c

if (cumdist.le.R) then
len=len+dist(n)
krecip=krecip+dist(n)*perm(n)**w
end if
continue
end do
!loop to calculate KH along one ray
if (cumdist.ne. real(R)) then
xx=int(ri+R*cos(q))
zz=int(rk+R*sin(q))
krecip=krecip+(R-cumdist)*prm(xx,islice,zz)**w
write(2,*) cumdist,len,prm(xx,1,zz)
end if
kH(islice)=R**(-1/w)*(krecip)**(1/w)
kavg(islice)=kavg(islice)+kH(islice)/nq
write(2,*) ,l,perm(n),x(n), z(n),perm(n-1)
write(2,*) '------------------------------------'
end do !loop for islice
if (R.eq.0) then
write(2,*) 'Omni kav=',prm(ri,islice,rk)
go to 23
end if

20
21

write(2,21)
format(52(f8.3,3x))

anint(Ang),(kH(ir), ir=sli,sle,1)

c
c

end do !loop for angle
do islice=sli,sle,1
do
Ang=Angi,Angf,inc
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c
c
c
23
24

kavg(islice)=kavg(islice)+kk(islice,10)
end do
end do
write(2,24)
(kavg(islice), islice=sli,sle,1)
format(t12,51(f8.3,3x))
do sl=sli,sle,1
khav=khav+kavg(sl)/(nslice(well))
end do
write(7,30)
'R=',R,(kavg(islice), islice=sli,sle,1),khav
format(a2,f6.2,51(3x,f8.3))
do jjj=sli,sle,1
kavg(jjj)=0
end do
khav=0

30

33

25

end do
end do

!loop for radius
!loop for wells
close(2)
close(7)

write(*,*)' KHA Version: 2.0, Successfully Finished!'
stop
96 stop 'Permeability cannot be zero'
97 stop 'ERROR in parameters somewhere'
99 stop 'ERROR in data somewhere'

end

subroutine sortem(ib,ie,a,iperm,b,c,d,e,f,g,h)
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c----------------------------------------------------------------------c
c
Quickersort Subroutine
c
**********************
c
c This is a subroutine for sorting a real array in ascending order. This
c is a Fortran translation of algorithm 271, quickersort, by R.S. Scowen
c in collected algorithms of the ACM.
c
c The method used is that of continually splitting the array into parts
c such that all elements of one part are less than all elements of the
c other, with a third part in the middle consisting of one element. An
c element with value t is chosen arbitrarily (here we choose the middle
c element). i and j give the lower and upper limits of the segment being
c split. After the split a value q will have been found such that
c a(q)=t and a(l)<=t<=a(m) for all i<=l<q<m<=j. The program then
c performs operations on the two segments (i,q-1) and (q+1,j) as follows
c The smaller segment is split and the position of the larger segment is
c stored in the lt and ut arrays. If the segment to be split contains
c two or fewer elements, it is sorted and another segment is obtained
c from the lt and ut arrays. When no more segments remain, the array
c is completely sorted.
c
c
c INPUT PARAMETERS:
c
c ib,ie
start and end index of the array to be sorteda
c a
array, a portion of which has to be sorted.
c iperm
0 no other array is permuted.
c
1 array b is permuted according to array a
c
2 arrays b,c are permuted.
c
3 arrays b,c,d are permuted.
c
4 arrays b,c,d,e are permuted.
c
5 arrays b,c,d,e,f are permuted.
c
6 arrays b,c,d,e,f,g are permuted.
c
7 arrays b,c,d,e,f,g,h are permuted.
c
>7 no other array is permuted.
c
c b,c,d,e,f,g,h arrays to be permuted according to array a.
c
c OUTPUT PARAMETERS:
c
c a = the array, a portion of which has been sorted.
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c
c b,c,d,e,f,g,h =arrays permuted according to array a (see iperm)
c
c NO EXTERNAL ROUTINES REQUIRED:
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------------dimension a(*),b(*),c(*),d(*),e(*),f(*),g(*),h(*)
c
c The dimensions for lt and ut have to be at least log (base 2) n
c
integer lt(64),ut(64),i,j,k,m,p,q
c
c Initialize:
c
j = ie
m =1
i = ib
iring = iperm+1
if (iperm.gt.7) iring=1
c
c If this segment has more than two elements we split it
c
10 if (j-i-1) 100,90,15
c
c p is the position of an arbitrary element in the segment we choose the
c middle element. Under certain circumstances it may be advantageous
c to choose p at random.
c
15 p = (j+i)/2
ta = a(p)
a(p) = a(i)
go to (21,19,18,17,16,161,162,163),iring
163 th = h(p)
h(p) = h(i)
162 tg = g(p)
g(p) = g(i)
161 tf = f(p)
f(p) = f(i)
16 te = e(p)
e(p) = e(i)
17 td = d(p)
d(p) = d(i)
18 tc = c(p)
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c(p) = c(i)
19 tb = b(p)
b(p) = b(i)
21 continue
c
c Start at the beginning of the segment, search for k such that a(k)>t
c
q=j
k=i
20 k = k+1
if(k.gt.q) go to 60
if(a(k).le.ta) go to 20
c
c Such an element has now been found now search for a q such that a(q)<t
c starting at the end of the segment.
c
30 continue
if(a(q).lt.ta) go to 40
q = q-1
if(q.gt.k) go to 30
go to 50
c
c a(q) has now been found. we interchange a(q) and a(k)
c
40 xa = a(k)
a(k) = a(q)
a(q) = xa
go to (45,44,43,42,41,411,412,413),iring
413 xh = h(k)
h(k) = h(q)
h(q) = xh
412 xg = g(k)
g(k) = g(q)
g(q) = xg
411 xf = f(k)
f(k) = f(q)
f(q) = xf
41 xe = e(k)
e(k) = e(q)
e(q) = xe
42 xd = d(k)
d(k) = d(q)
d(q) = xd
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43

xc = c(k)
c(k) = c(q)
c(q) = xc
44 xb = b(k)
b(k) = b(q)
b(q) = xb
45 continue
c
c Update q and search for another pair to interchange:
c
q = q-1
go to 20
50 q = k-1
60 continue
c
c The upwards search has now met the downwards search:
c
a(i)=a(q)
a(q)=ta
go to (65,64,63,62,61,611,612,613),iring
613 h(i) = h(q)
h(q) = th
612 g(i) = g(q)
g(q) = tg
611 f(i) = f(q)
f(q) = tf
61 e(i) = e(q)
e(q) = te
62 d(i) = d(q)
d(q) = td
63 c(i) = c(q)
c(q) = tc
64 b(i) = b(q)
b(q) = tb
65 continue
c
c The segment is now divided in three parts: (i,q-1),(q),(q+1,j)
c store the position of the largest segment in lt and ut
c
if (2*q.le.i+j) go to 70
lt(m) = i
ut(m) = q-1
i = q+1
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go to 80
70 lt(m) = q+1
ut(m) = j
j = q-1
c
c Update m and split the new smaller segment
c
80 m = m+1
go to 10
c
c We arrive here if the segment has two elements we test to see if
c the segment is properly ordered if not, we perform an interchange
c
90 continue
if (a(i).le.a(j)) go to 100
xa=a(i)
a(i)=a(j)
a(j)=xa
go to (95,94,93,92,91,911,912,913),iring
913 xh = h(i)
h(i) = h(j)
h(j) = xh
912 xg = g(i)
g(i) = g(j)
g(j) = xg
911 xf = f(i)
f(i) = f(j)
f(j) = xf
91 xe = e(i)
e(i) = e(j)
e(j) = xe
92 xd = d(i)
d(i) = d(j)
d(j) = xd
93 xc = c(i)
c(i) = c(j)
c(j) = xc
94 xb = b(i)
b(i) = b(j)
b(j) = xb
95 continue
c
c If lt and ut contain more segments to be sorted repeat process:
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c
100 m = m-1
if (m.le.0) go to 110
i = lt(m)
j = ut(m)
go to 10
110 continue
return
end
subroutine chknam(str,len)
c----------------------------------------------------------------------c
c
Check for a Valid File Name
c
***************************
c
c This subroutine takes the character string "str" of length "len" and
c removes all leading blanks and blanks out all characters after the
c first blank found in the string (leading blanks are removed first).
c
c
c
c Author: C.V. Deutsch
Date: January 1993
c----------------------------------------------------------------------parameter (MAXLEN=132)
character str(MAXLEN)*1
c
c Remove leading blanks:
c
do i=1,len-1
if(str(i).ne.' ') then
if(i.eq.1) go to 1
do j=1,len-i+1
k=j+i-1
str(j) = str(k)
end do
do j=len,len-i+2,-1
str(j) = ' '
end do
go to 1
end if
end do
1 continue
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c
c Find first blank and blank out the remaining characters:
c
do i=1,len-1
if(str(i).eq.' ') then
do j=i+1,len
str(j) = ' '
end do
go to 2
end if
end do
2 continue
c
c Return with modified file name:
c
return
end

subroutine makepar
c----------------------------------------------------------------------c
c
Write a Parameter File
c
**********************
c
c
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------------lun = 99
open(lun,file='KHA.par',status='UNKNOWN')
write(lun,10)
10 format('
Parameters for KHA',/,
+
'
***********************',/,/,
+
'START OF PARAMETERS:')
write(lun,11)
11 format('PermGrid.dat
',
+
'-file with gridded data')
write(lun,12)
12 format('1 1
',
+
'- No. of columns, Variable Column')
write(lun,14)
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14 format('OutputFile.txt
',
+
'-file with Lag/Angles output')
write(lun,15)
15 format('1
',
+
'-realization number')
write(lun,16)
16 format('50 0.5 1.0
',
+
'-nx,xmn,xsiz')
write(lun,17)
17 format('50 0.5 1.0
',
+
'-ny,ymn,ysiz')
write(lun,18)
18 format('1 0.0 1.0
',
+
'-nz,zmn,zsiz')
write(lun,19)
19 format('2
',
+
'-slice orientation: 1=XY, 2=XZ, 3=YZ')
write(lun,24)
24 format('2
',
+
'Number of wells to analyze
')
write(lun,20)
20 format('Producer 5
',
+
'-Well name and number of connections ')
write(lun,13)
13 format('1.0 1.0
',
+
'- Well coordinate, (x,y,z) ')
write(lun,21)
21 format('3 0
2
5
',
+
'-Number of Lags, R1,R2,...,Rn ')
write(lun,22)
22 format('0 180 5.0
',
+
'-Search Angle: From,To,increment')
write(lun,23)
23 format('-1
',
+
'-Averaging Method (-1):Harmonic (+1):Arithmetic')
close(lun)
return
end
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